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Become familiar with the flux linkages that exist
between the coils of a transformer and how the
voltag6s across the primary and secondary are
established

Understand the operation of an iron-core and air-
core transformer and how to calculate the currents
and voltages of the primary and secondary
circuits.

Be aware of how the transformer is used for
impedance matching purposes to- ensure a high
level of power transfer.

Become aware of all the components that make
up the equivalent circuit of a transformer and how
they affect its performance and frequency
response.

- Understand how to use and interpret the dot
convention of mutually coupled coils in a network.
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22.1 INTRODUCTION.
Chapter I I discussed the self-inductance of a coil. We shall now e. xamine the mutual induc-

tance that exists between coils of the same or different dimensions. Mututn inductance is a
used today in al-phenomenon basic to the operation of the transfortner, an electrical device

most every field of electrical engineering. This device plays an integral part in *power distribu-

tion systems and can be found in many electronic circuits and measuring instruments. In this
chapter, we discuss three of the basic applications of a transformer: to build up or step down
the voltage or current, to act as an impedance matching device, and to isolaie (no physical
connection) one portion of a circuit from another. In addition, we will introduce the dot con-
vention and will consider the transformer equivalent circuit. 'The- chapter concludes with a

word about writing mesh equations for a network with mutual inductance.

22.2 MUTUAL INDUCTANCE
A transformer is-tonstructed Qf two coils. placed so that the changing flux developed by one
links the other, as shown in Fig.-22. 1. This reAults in an induced voltage across each coil. To
distinguish between the coils, we will apply the transformer convention that

the coil to which the source is applied is called the primary, and the coil to which the load
is applied Is called the secondary.

For the primary of the transformer in Fig. 22. 1, an application of Faraday's law [Eq. (11-9)1

results in

(volts, V)	 (22.1)
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FIG. 22.1

Defining the components ofa transformer.

revealing that the voltage induced across the primary is directly related

to the number of turns in the primary and the rate of change of magnetic

flux linking the primary coil. Or, from Eq. (11. 11),

di

	

e. = Lp —	 (volts, V)	 (22.2). 
I	

dt

revealing that the induced voltage across the primary is also directly rc-

+	
lated to the self-inductance of the primary and the rate of change of cur-

e,	 rent through the primary winding.

The magnitude of e,, the voltage induced across the secondary, is de-

termined by

t

S t eel core	 e, = N^ dO.
	

(volts, V)	 (22.3)

	

k-= I	 dt

(a)

where N, is the number of turns in the secondary winding and 0. is the
+	 e,	

portion of the primary flux Op that links the secondary winding.

If all of the flux linking the primary links the secondary, then

0. = OP

d(kp

and	 e,	 N^	 (volts, V)	 (22.4)
dt

+	
ep

Any core

	

k a I	 The coefriclent of coupling (k) between two coils is determined by

(b)

0	 k (coefficient of coupling)	 (22.5)

Air
cone	 Since the inaximun: level of On, is Op, the coefficient of coupling

between two coils can never be greater than 1.

The coefficient of coupling between various coils is indicated in
+ ep - + e, -

Fig. 22.2. In Fig. 22.2(a), the ferromagnetic steel core ensures that

k . 
O
M << 1 (0.0 1 — 0.3)	 most of the flux linking the primary also links the secondary, estab-

(c)
lishing a coupling coefficient very close to 1. In Fig. 22.2(b), the face

that both coils are overlapping results in the flux of one coil linking the

FIG. 22.2	 other coil, with the result that the coefficient of coupling is again very

close to 1. In Fig. 22.2(c), the absence of a ferromagnetic . core resultsWindings having different coefficients of coupling.
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in low levels of flux linkage between the coils. The closer the two coils

are, the greater is the flux linkage, and the higher is the value of k,

althotigh it will never approach a level of 1. Those coils with low,

coefficients of coupling are said to be loosely coupled.

For the secondary, we have

	

dO^	 dkOp

e, JV^	 N^

	

dt	 dt

	

es 
W d(Ap	

(Volts"V)	 (22.6)
and

The mutual inductance between the two coils in Fig. 22.1 is dete I 
A

mined by

(henries, H)	 (22.7)

	

[M N7,, f1p
	

(henries,'H)	 (22.8)
Or	 d^

Note in the above equations that the symbol for mutual irrductance

is the 6apital letter M and that its unit of measurement, like that of self-

inductance, is the henry. In words, Eqs. (22.7) and (22.8) 
state that the

Inutual inductance between two Coils iN proportional to the

instantaneous change 
in flux linking one coil due to an instantaneous

change in current through the other coil.

In terms of the inductance of each coil and the coefficient of-cou-

pling, the mutual inductance is determined by

I
 A. 	

-7F k =VL__,L,	 (henries, H)	 (22.9)

m
The greater the coefficient of coupling (greater flux linkages), or the

greater the inductance of either coil, the higher ,is the mutual inductance

between the coils. Relate this fact to the configurations in Fig. 22.2.

The secondary voltage e, can also be found in terms of the mutual in-

ductance if we rewrite Eq. (22.3) as

(do.)(dip)
e. 

N^ di,	 dt

and, since M N, (do^ldi^), it can also be written

(volts, V)	 (22.10)

Similarly,	 (volts, V)	 (22.11)
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L, 200 mH	 L, = 860 .1j
N, 50 turns	 N, = 100 turns	 EXAMPLE 22.1 For theiransformer in Fig. 223:

a. Find the mutual inductance U.
b. Find the induced voltage ep if the flux Op changes at the rate of

+	 +	 450 mWb/s.

ep	 e,	 c. find the induced voltage e. for the same rate of change indicated in
part (b).

d. Find the induced voltages e. and e, if the current ip changes at the
rate of 0.2 Alms.

41P	 k 0.6	
Solutions:

a. U k

	

FIG. 22.3	
VLL,=0.6V(200m14)(800mH)

	

Example 22.1	 0.6-1116 X 10 -3 = (0.6)(400 X 10-1) 240 mH

b. ep Np±P—P (50)(45OmWb/s) = 22.5V
d,

dq5D
C. e, 

W^_'	
(0.6)(100)(450 mWb/s) =-'27 V

d,

di
d. ep	 (200 niH)(0.2 A/ms)

= (200 mH) (200 A/s) = 40 V

e, = MLIP (24,0mH)(200A/s) 48V
dt

22.3 THE IRON-CORE TRANSFORMER

An iron7core transformer under loaded conditions is shown in Fig. 22.4.

The iron core will serve to increase the coefficient of coupling between
the coils by increasing the mutual flux 0, Recall from Chapter 11 that
magnetic flux lines always take the path of least reluctance, which in this
case is the iron core.

In the analyses in this chapter, we assume that-all of the flux linking

coil I will link coil 2. In other words, the coefficient of coupling is its

P 'mar	 Laminated ferromagny windings	
"ripsofinetal	

efic

io
+

	

+	 f + +
WW"e,us	 ^ZK_ ^AJ	 UL

IS-#

SecoRdary windings

Magnetic flux

FIG. .22.4

Iron-core translormor.
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maximum value, 1, and op = 0,. In addition, we first analyze the,

transformer from an ideal viewpoint; that is, we neglect losses such as the

geometric or dc resistance of the coils, the leakage reactance due to the

, either coil 6it forms no part of 0., and the hysteresis andflux linking

eddy furrent losses. This is not to convey the impression, however, that

we are far from the actual operation of a transformer. Most transformers

manufactured today can be considered almost ideal. The equations we

develop under ideal conditions are, in general, a first approximation to the

actual response, which is never off by more than a few percentage points.

The losses are considered in greater detail in Section 22.6.

When the current ip through the primary circuit of the iron-core trans-

former is a maximum, the flux 0. linking both coils Is also a maximum. In,

fact, the magnitude of the flux is directly proportional to the current through,

the primary windings. Therefore,' the two are in phase, and for sinusoidal

inputs, the magnitude of the flux varies as a sinusoid also. That is, if

I. P ^ V21p sin tot

then	 (D. sin (or

The induced voltage across the primary due to a sinusoidal input can

be determined by Faraday's law:

dOp
ep = N,^ dT = Np ^i-

Substituting for	 gives us

ep = Np 
d 
OP. sin wt)

dt

and differentiating, we obtain

e, = wNpO. cos W

or	 e. = wNp (D. sin (wt + 90*)

indicating that the inducedvoltage ep leads the current through the pri-

mary coil by 90*.

'ne effective value of ep is

Ep 
(OPIPI). 2irfNpO.

V2_	 V2_

and	 Ep 4.44fNp (D^ (22.12)

k

which is an equation for the rms value of the voltage across the primary

coil in terms of the frequency of the input current or voltage, the number

of turns of the primary, and the maximum value of the magnetic flux

linking the pnmary.

For the can under discussion, where the flux linking the secondary -

equals that of the primary, if we repeat the procedure just described for

the induced voltage across the secondary, we get

	

FE 4.44fN,07.	 (22.13),

Dividing F^. (,22.12) by Eq. (22.13) as

E, 4.44^4)^

E, 4.44fN,,O.
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we obtain

Ep Np

	

— = —	 (22.14)
E, N,

revealing an important relationship for transformers:

The ratio ofthe magnitudes ofthe induced voltages is the same as the

ratio of the corresponding turns.

If we consider that

	

Npd6-	
and
	 e, N, do-

cP =	 dt	 dt

and divide one by the other, that is,

ep Np(doldt)

e. N,(doldt)

e. Np
then

e.

The instantaneous values of e I and e2 are therefore related by a con-

stant determined by the turns ratio. Since their. instantaneous magnitudes

are related by a constant, the induced voltages are in phase, and

Eq. (22.14) can be changed to include phasor notation; that is,

FK
E,__ Ttv,,

(22.15)

or, since Vg E, and VL E2 for the ideal situation,

Vg Np
(22.16)

VL N^

The ratio NpIN, usually represented by the lowercase letter a, is re-
ferred to as the transformation ratio

	

F_ P̂]	 (22.17)
N,

If a < 1, the transformer i$ called a1tep-up transformer since the volt-

age E, > Ep; that is,

Ep Np	 Ep

	

= — = a -or	 E^ =	 7	
1

E, N,	 a

and, if a < 1,	 E, > E,

If a > 1, the transformer is called a step-down transformer since

E, < Ep; that is,

Ep aE.

and, if a > 1, then	 Ep > E,

A
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EXAMPLIE 22.2 For the iron-core transformer in Fig. 22.5:

a. Find the maximum flux 4',,

b. Find the secondary turns N,

^N 50P

+

	

E, 2	 k=1	 E^ 2400 V

f= 60 H,

FIG. 22.5 -

Example 22.2,

Solutions;

a.-E, ^_ 444VID.

EP	 200 V
Therefore, (D. =

4.44 Npf (4.44)(50 t)(60 Hz)	 q

and	 4),, 15.02 mWb

b. E' N
E, N^

Np E, (50 t)(2400 V)
Therefore,	 N, =

Ep	 200 V

= 600 turns

The induced voltage across the secondary of the transformer in

Fig. 22.4 establishes a current i s through the load ZL and the secondary

windings. This current and the turns Ns develop an mmf Nsis that is not

present under no-load conditions since i 

s — 

0 and Ni, = 0. Under loaded

or unloaded conditions, however, !he net ampere-tums on the core pro-

duced by both the primary and the secondary must remain unchanged

for the same flux (P. to be established in the core. The flux 0, must re-

main the same to have the same induced voltage ,across the primary and

to balance the voltage impressed across the primary. To counteract the

mmf of the secondary, which is tending to change 0., an additional cur-

rent must flow in the primary. This current is called the load component

ofthe primary current and is represented by the notation i^.

For the balanced or equilibrium condition,

Npi^

The total current in the primary under loaded conditions is

ip	 + i".

where io, is the current in the primary necessary 
I 
to establish the flux (A_

For most practical applications, i^ > io'. For our analysis, we assume

ip	 so

Npip Nsis
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Since the instantaneous valyes of ip and i. are related by the turns
ratio, thephagor quantities 

1P and 1, are also related by the same ratio:

NpIp NJ,

or	
rp N,	

(22.18)
Np

The primary and secondary currents ofa transformer are therefore

related by the inverse ratios ofthe turns.

Keep in mind that tq.^22.18) hdlds true only if we neglect the effects of
io.. Otherwise, the magnitudes of 1p and I, are* not related by the turns
ratio, and 1P and 1, are not in phase.

For the step-up transformer, a < 1, and the current in the secondary, I.
alp, is less in magnitude than that in the primary. For a step-down trans-

former, the reverse is true.

.22.4 REFLECTED IMPEDANCE AND POWER

In the previous section we found that

V9 NP	
IP 

N,
a	 and

T" N,	 1, Np a

Dividing the first by the second, we have

V8/ VL a

Ya

or	 _V1/1P '22
	and	 a2 VL

VL11'	 IP

However, since

and	 ZL VLZP 
i

IP

then	 (22.19)

That is, the impedance, of the primary circuit of an ideal transformer is

the transformation ratio squared times the impedance of the load. If a

transformer is used, therefore, an impedance can be made to appear

larger or smaller at the primary by placing it in the secondary of a step-
down (a > 1) or sti;p-up (a < 1) transformer, respectively. Note that if
the load is capacitive . or inductive, the feflecigd impedance is also ca-
pacitive or inductive.

For the ideal iron-core transformer,

EP— = a
E^	

IP

or	 Ep 1, E, 1^	 (22.20)

and	 ^P6^t	 (idea] c..diti..sj	 (22.21)
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Denotes iron core
EXAMPLE 22.3 For the iron-core transformer in Fig. 22.6:	 1, 100 rnA

a. Find the magnitude of the current in the primary and the impressed

voltage across the primary. 	
+	 P	 +

b. Find the input resistance of the transformer. 	 V, "V	 R 2 kn Vt

t Solutions:

1p	 N,	 N,-40t	 N, =5 t

a. — = —
1, Np	 FIG. 22.6

IP = 

N, 
I = 

-(_Lt_)(0.l 
'A) 12.5 rnA	

Example 22.3.

Np	 40 t

VL = IZ, = (0. 1 A) (2 kfl) 200 V

Vg Np
Also,

VL Ni

V9 !P
	 (200 V) 1600 V

N, V,

b. ^p 
a2ZL

Np

- 
8

N,,

Zp (8)'(2 kfl) R^-= 128 kn

EXAMPLE 22.4 For the residentiar supply appearing in Fig. 22.7, de-

termine (assuming a totally resistive load) the following:

a. the value of R to ensure a balanced load

b. the magnitude of I, and 12

c. the line voltage YL

d. the total power delivered for a balanced three-phase load

e. the turns ratio a NpINs

Ten 60 W bulbs

+	 R R

N,	 N2'P

Vi.	 + 1p
	 .20 V

, ') 

117

2 V	 21

Residential service:

Main service	

1 

20/240 V. 3-wi^e,
single-phase

FIG. 22.7

Single-phase residential supply.
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Solutions:

a. PT = (10)(60 W) + 200 W + 2000 W

= 600 W + 200 W + 2000 W = 2800 W

Pi. = P..t

VP IP = VI, 2800 W (purely resistive load)

(2400 V)lp 2800 W and 1p = 1. 17 A

V0 2400 V
R	 2051.2811

1^	 1.17 A

b. P, 60OW VII	 (120 V)ll

and	 11 =5A

P2 = 2000 W = V12 (240 V)12

and	 12 = 8.33 A

c. VL N/3-170 1.73(2400 V) = 4152 V

d. PT 3P,6 = 3(2800 W) = 8.4 kW

e.^ a = 
NP 

= 
VP 

= 
2400 V 

= 10
N, V, 240 V

22.5 IMPEDANCE MATCHING, ISOLATION,
AND DISPLACEMENT

Transformers can be particularly useful when you are trying to en 
I 
sure

that a load receives maximum power from a source. Recall that maxi-

mum power is transferred to a load when its impedance is a match with

the internal resistance of the supply. Even if a perfect match is unat-

tamable, the closer the load matches the internal resistance, the greater

is the power to the load and the more efficient is the system. Unfortu-

nately, unless it is planned as part of the design, most loads arenot a

close match with the internal impedance of the supply. However, trans-

formers have a unique relationship between their primary and second-

ary impedances that can be put to good use in the impedance matching

process. Example 22.5 demonstrates t ' he significant difference in the

power delivered to the load with and without an impedance matching

transformer.

EXAIVfPLE 22.5

a. Tile source impedance for the supply in Fig. 22.8(a) is 500 fl, which

is a poor match with the 8 fl input impedance of the speaker. You

can expect only that the power delivered to the speaker will be

significantly less than the maximum possible level. Determine the

power to the speaker under the conditions in Fig. 22.8(a).

b. In Fig. 22.8(b), a commercially available 500 0 to 8 fI audio im-

pedance matching transformer was introduced between the speaker

and the source. Determine the input impedance of the transformer

and the power delivered to the speaker.

c. Compare the power delivered to the speaker under the conditions of

parts (a) and (b).

d. Find the approximate turns ratio for the transformer.

E
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R,	 500 n: 8 fl

500 n

120V].

ZP	
18 n

(b)

L

I

FIG. 22.8

Example 22.5.

Solutions:	 p

a. The source current:

E	 120 V	 120 V
4	 236.2 mA

RT 500 0 + 8 0 508 fl

The power to the speaker:

P = 12R (236.2 mA)' . 8 fl :^E 446.3 mW 0.45 W

or l ess that, I/ N11.

b. Since the input impedance of the transformer matches that of the

source, maximum power transfer conditions have been established,

and the source current is now determined by

E	 120 V	 120 V
120 mAIs = 

RT 500 fl + 500 fl 1000 fl

The power to the primary (which tquals that to the secondary for 	 -A

the ideal transformer) is

P = 12R = (120 
MA)2. 500 a 7.2 W

The result is not in milliwatts, as obtained above, and exceeds 7 W,

which is a significant improvement.

c. (^omparing levels, we see that 7.2 W/446.3 rAW = 16A, or more

thin 16 times the power is delivered to the speaker using the imped-

ance matching transformer.

d. Z, = a 
2Z,

T, _ F500 fl
a	

ZL 
v 

8 fl	
91 =— 8: 1

n

Another important application of the impedance matching capabilities

Of a transformer is the matching of the 300 fl twin line transmission line

from a television antenna to the 75 il input impedance of a television

(ready-made for the '75 fl coaxial cable), as shown in Fig. 22.9. A match

must be made to ensure the strongest signal to the television receiver.

Using the equation Z,, a2ZL, we find

300 fl = a'75 fl

and	
f3KOI:1̂1 _ 

V4 — 2
75 fl

with	 Np; N, = 2: 1	 (a step-down transformer)

+

L"Put300 n:75 0 r -1]75,1

FIG., 22.9

Television impedance matching transformer

Introductory, C, 64A,
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EXAMPLE 22.6 Imp9dance matching transformers are also quite evi-

dent in public address sygems, such as the one appearing in the 70.7 V
system in Fig. 22. 10. Although the system has only Pne set of output ter-

minals, up to four speakers can be connected to this system (the number

is a function of the chosen system). Each 8 C1 speaker is connected to the
70.7 V line through a 10 W audio-matching transformer (defining the
frequency range of linear operation).

a. Ifeach speaker in Fig. 22.10 can receive 10 W of power, what is the
maximum power drain on the source?

b. For each speaker, determine the impedance seen at the input side

of the transformer if each is oper4ting under its full 10 W of
power.

c. ' Determine the turns ratio of the transformers.

d. At 10 W, what are the speaker voltage and current?
e. What is the load seen by the source with one, two, three, or four

speakers connected?

IN

a
Very low output impedance

t

tic addresPub	 s +

system	 710.7 V 
--J

L,^ LM) 8filow

atching audio
transformers

8 fl speakers
m

FIG. 22.10

Public address system.

Solutions:

a. Ideally, the primary power equai g the power delivered to the load,

resulting in a maximum of 40 W from the supply.

b. The power at the primary is

P, = VA = (70.7 V)I, 10 W

and	 IP ^ 
low 

^ 141.4 mA70 7 V

	

VP	 70.7 V
so that	 Zp = — = -I-- = 500,fl

	

IP	 41.4 MA

rZP f500 a
c. Zp a2ZL a = V — - V	 = V62.5 7.91	 8:1

ZL

V 70.7 V
d. V1, VL 'P — , 8.94 V Z 9V

	

a	 7.91

e. All the speakers are in parallel. Therefore,

	

One speaker:	 RT = 500 fl

R 
500 fl 

= 250 flTwo speakers:	 T =
2

64BIntroductory, C.
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500 n
Three speakers: RT ='- = 167 11

3

500 11
Four speakers:	 R,. 

-'= 125 fl4

Even though the load seen by the source varies with the number of

speakers cortnected, the source impedance is so low (compared to the

lowest load of 125 fl) that the temiinaj voltage of 70.7 V is essen-

tially constant. This is not the case where the desired result is to

match the load to the input impedance; rather, it was to ensure 70.7 V

at each primary, no matter how many speakers were connected; and

to limit the current drawn from the supply.

The transformer is frequently used to isolate one portion of an elec-

trical system from another. Isolation implies the absence of any direct

physical connection. As a first example of its use as an isolation device,

consider the measurement of line voltages on the order of 40,000 V

(Fig. 22.1 1).

40,000 V

N, 400 a
IV,	 Voltmeter

V 100 V

FIG. 22.11

Isolating a high-voltage linifmin the point oftneasurement.

+	

Z,

V,	

Oscilloscope

_0+

__9 
Vertical channel

	To apply a voltmeter across 40,000 V would obviously be a danger
I -
	 FIG. 22.12 ^

	ous, task due to the possibility of physical contact with the lines when 	 Demonstrating the shorting effect introduced by the

	making the necessary connections. Including a transformer in the trans- 	 grounded side ofthe vertical channel ofan

	mission system as original equipment can bring the potential down to a	 oscilloscope.

safe level for measurement purposes and can determine the line voltage

using the turns ratio. Therefore, the transformer serves both to isolate

and to step down the voltage.

	

As a second "imple, consider the application of the voltage v. to the 	 +

	vertical input of the oscilloscope (a measuring instrument) in Fig. 22.12. 	 V" Z'

	

If the connections are made as shown, and if the generator and oscillo- 	 Oscilloscope

10 co,

	scope have a common ground, the impedance Z2 has been effectively 	

7P	 L

	shorted out of the circuit by the ground connection of the oscilloscope. 	
V

	The input voltage to the oscilloscope is therefore meaningless as far as	
Z2	

__o

the voltage v, is concerned. In addition, if Z2 is the current-limiting im-

	

pedance in the circuit, the current in the circuit may rise to a level that 	 -

	

causes severe damage to the circuit. If a transformer is used as shown in 	 FIG. 22.13
	Fig. 22,.13, this problem is eliminated, and the input voltage to the oscil- 	 Correcting the situation offig. 22.12 using an

loscope will he v, 	 isolation tranr^brnter



FIG. 22.14

LVDT transformer. (a) construction; (b) maximum displacement; (c) minimum displacement;

(d) graph of induced voltage versus displacement.

22.6 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT (IRON-CORE

TRANSFORMER)
For the nonideal or practical iron-core transformer, the equivalent circuit

appears as in Fig. 22.15. As indicated, part of this equivalent circuit in-

cludes an ideal transformer. The remaining elements of Fig. 22.15 are

those elements thAt contribute to the nonideal characteristics of the de-

vice. The resistances Rp and R, are simply the dc or geometric resistance

of the primary and secondary windings, respectively. For the primary

and secondary coils of a transformer, there is a small amount of flux that

links each coil but does not pass through the core, as shown in Fig. 22.16

for the primary winding. This leakage flux, representing a definite loss

in the system, is represented by an inductance Lp in the primary circuit

and an inductance L, in the secondary.

1000 111 TRANSFORMERS

The linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) is a sensor that

can reveal displacement using transformer effects. In its simplest form,

the LVDT has a central winding and two secondary windings, as

shown in Fig. 22.14(a). A feaornagnetic core inside the windings is

free to move as dictated by some external force. A constant, low-level

ac voltage is applied to the primary, and the output voltage is the dif-

ference between the voltages induced in the secondaries. If the core is

in the position shown in Fig. 22.14(b), a relatively large voltage is in-

duced across the secondary winding labeled coil 1, and a relatively

;mall voltage is induced across the secondary winding labeled coil 2

(essentially an air-core transformer for this position). The result is a

relatively large secondary output voltage. If the core is in the position

shown in Fig. 22.14(c), the flux linking each coil is the same, and the

output voltage (being the difference) will be quite small. In total, there-

fore, the position of the core can be related to the secondary voltage,

and a position-versu s- voltage graph can be deve ' loped as shown in

Fig. 22.14(d). Due to the nonlinearity of the B .-H curve, Lhe . curve be-

comes somewhat nonlinear if the core is moved too far out of the unit.

Secondary	 Secondary

coil I	 coil 2

j Primary winding End plate

Ferromagnetic core

(a)

x

+ e,—.	 e2ni.

e l — e2 ^ eT"

(b)

	

I	

e2)

+ e^	 + e2

e l — e2 = eT"n

(c)

eT (induced voltage)

eT— ----------

0	 X 	 x displacement

(d)
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I

R1.

'7

-I

Ideal transfoffner

FIG. 22.15

Equivalent circuitfor the practical iron-core transformer

The resistance R, represents the hysteresis and eddy current losses

(core losses) within the core due to an ac flux through the core. The in-

ductance L. (magnetizing inductance) is the inductance associated

with the magnetization of the core,.that is, the establishing of the flux

(P. in the core. The capacitances Cp and C. are the lumped capaci-

tances of the primary and secondary circuits, respectively, and C. rep-

resents the cquivalerit, lumped capacitances between the windings of

the transformer.

Since i^ is normally considerably larger than i 4j, (the magnetizing

current), we will ignore io. for, the moment (set it equal to zero),re-

sulting in t ' he absence of R, and L. in the reduced equivalent circuit in

Fig. 22.17. The capacitances C, C_ and C, do not appear in the equiv-

alent circuit in Fig. 22.17 since their reactance at typical operating

frequencies do not appreciably affect the transfer characteristics of the

transformer.

_ Np
a - 

N,

RR,	 L,	
+

^Yylr_ U7L	 N N,

Ep

-1.k.j,

FIG. 22.16

Identifying the leakageflux ofthe primary.

If we now reflect the secondary circuit through the ideal transformer

using Eq. (22.i9), as shown in Fig. 22.18(a), we will have the load and

generator voltage in the same continuous circuit. The total resistance and

inductive reactance of the primary circuit are determined by

Requivalent ^— ̂RRP +̂ a2Rs	 (22.22)

do

and	
xe'uivalent Xe Xp + a2Xs	 (22.23)

a

1.



Na 2

IV,

N	
+

RL VL

Ideal transformer

V,

1
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,R, aR, X,	 a'x,

V, "V E,

(a)

	

I	 I

	

X,	 a =.^Y
R.	 N,

_77aVt	 --'R V,L

R, aRL

Ideal transformer

(b)

FIG. 22.18

Reflecting the secondary circuit into the primary side ofthe iron-core transformer

a

3

VS
Ix,

aVL	 IR,

Ix,

Vs	

IR,

aVL

1	
0 (power-factor angle of the load)

(b)

FIG. 22.19

Phasor diagramfi^r the iron-core transformer

with (a) unity power-factor load (resistive) and

(b) tagging power-factO load (inductive).

which result in the useful equivalent circuit of Fig. 22.18(b). The load

voltage can be obtained directly from the circuit in Fig. 22.18(b) through

the voltage divider rule:

aVL,	
R, Vg

+ Rj) + jX^

a R 

V
and	 VL	 (22.24)

Tfte + . Rtj + JJX^

The network in Fig. 22.18(b) also allows us to calculate the generator

voltage necessary to establish a particular load voltage. The voltages

across the elements, in Fig. 22.18(b) have the phasor relaticaship indicated

in Fig. 22.19(a). Note that the current is the reference phaso^ for drawing

the phasor diagram. That is, the voltages across the resistive elements are

in phase with the . current phasor, while the voltage across the equivalent in-

ductance leads the current by 90'. The primary voltage, by Kirchhoff's voltage

law, is then the phasor sum of these voltages, as indicated in Fig. 22.19(a).

For an inductive load, the phas ' diagram aor ppears in Fig. 22.19(b). Note

that aVL leads I by the power-factor angle of the load. The remainder of

the diagram is then similar to that for a resistive load. (The phasor diagram

for a capacitive load is left to the reader as an exercise.)

The effect of R, and X, on the magnitude of V. for a particular VL IS
obvious from 1Eq. (22.24) or Fig. 22.19. For increased values of Re or X,

an increase in V. is required for the same load voltage. For Re and X,

0, VL and Vg are simply related by the turns ratio.

EXAMPLE 22.7 For a transformer having the equivalent ,circuit in

Fig. 22.20:

Ideal transformer

FIG, 22.20

Example 22.7

2:1

1111

I

X,	 R,

W—Wr-1

2 il	 I fl	 I

60 il V,



AM
a. Determine Re and X,

b. Determine the magnitude of the voltages VL and V,.

c. Detemiine the magnitude of the voltage Vg to establish the same

load voltage 
in 

part (b) if R, and X, = 0 0. Compare with the result

of pail (b).

Solutions:

a. R, = Rp + a'R, = 10 + (2)'(1 fl) = 5 fl

X, = X, + a1X, = 2 fl + (2) 2(2 fl) = 10 n

b, The transformed equivalent circ^it appear 's in Fig. 22.21.

	

a ll.	 )(a2P. I = 2400 V

Thus,

2400 V 2400
VL 	 1200 V

a	 2

and

Vg 1,(R, + . a2RL + jX,)

10 A(5 fl + 240 0 + j 10,Q) 10 A(245 0 + j 10 fl)

V, 2450 V + j 100 V =^2452.04 V /-2.34*

24,52.04 V Z-2.34'

	

1P 10 A Z 0* Re'	 X,

'o

	

5 il
l	10 fl

+V, "'IV	 aVL a2RL (4)(60 n) 240 n
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44^

A

FIG, 22.21

Transforfited equivalent circuit ofFig. 22.20.

c. For Re and X,,= 0, Vg = aVL = (2)(1200 V) = 2400 V.
Therefore, it is necessary to increase the generator voltage by

52.04 V (due to Re and X.) to obtain the same load voltage.

22.7 FREQUENCY CONSIDERATIONS

For certain frequency.ranges, the effect of some parameters in the equiv-

alent circuit of the iron-core trawformer in Fig. 22.15 should not be ig-

nored. Since it is convenient to consider a low-, mid-, and high-frequency

region,the equivalent circui 
I 
tsfor eich are now introduced and briefly

examined.

For the low-frequency region, the series reactance (21r(L) of the pri-

mary and secondary leakage reactances can be ignored since they are

small in magilude. The magnetizing inductance must be included, how-

ever, since it appears in parallel with the secondary reflected circuit, and

small impedances in a parallel network can have a dramatic impact on

the terminal characteristics. The resulting equivalent network for the

low-frequency region is provided in Fig. 22.22(a). As the frequency de-

creases, the reactance of-the magnetizing inductance reduces in magni-

tude, causing a reduction in the voltage across the secondary circuit. For

f 0 Hz, L, is ideally a short circuit, and VL = 0. As the frequency

	

Rp	 aR,

V,	 Re	 L. -IRL-" avL

T_

	

P	 a2R,

+

Vs,	 R,	 aVL

(b)

FIG, 22.22

(a) Low-frequency refected equivalent circuit;

(b) mid-freqwency reflected circuit.



Fairly flat
= regio

(VL	 sitive t0f)

100	 1000	 10,000

FIG. 22.24

Transformer-frequency response curve.

VL (for fixed V,)

0

(C)

100,000	 f(FIZ)

(log scale)
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increases, the reactance of L^ is eventually sufficiently large compared

with the rdflected secondary impedance to be neglected. The mid-

frequency reflected equivalent circuit then appears as shown in

Fig. 22.22(b)..Note the absence of reactive elements, resulting in an in-

phase relationship between load and generator voltages.

For higher frequencies, the capacitive elements and primary and sec-

ondary leakage reactances must be considered, as shown in Fig. 22.23,

For discussion purposes, the effects of C. and C, appear as a lumped ca-

pacitor C in the reflectod network in Fig. 22,23; Cp does not appear since

the effect of C predominates. As the frequency of interest increases, the

capacitive reactance (Xc = 1127rfC) decreases to the point that it will

have a shorting effect across the secondary circuit of the transformer,

causing VL to decrease in magnitude.

^2x	 a2R,

+

V9	 C	 -VL
0—

FIG, 22.23

High-frequency reflected equivalent circuit.

A typical iron-coretransformer-frequency response curve appears in

Fig. 22.24. For the low- and high-frequency regions, the primary ele-

ment responsible for the drop-off is indicated. The pealing that occurs in

the high-frequency region is due to the series resonant circuit established

by the inductive and capacitive elements of the equivalent circuit. In the

peaking region, the series resonant circuit is in, or near, its resonant or

tuned state.

22.8 SERIES CONNECTION OF MUTUALLY
COUPLEDPOILS

In Chapter 1.1, we found that the total inductance of series isolated coils

was determined simply by the sum of the inductances. For two coils that

are connected 
in 

series but also share the same flux linkages, such as

thbse in Fig. 22.25(a), a mutual term is introduced that alters the total in-

ductance of the series combination, The physical picture of how the coils

are connected is indicated in Fig. 22.25(b). An iron core is included,
.4W



At M12(+)

+ e l	 e2

(a)

M)2(+)

L2

ron Cqrt

'I + e,	 + e2 —

(b)

FIG. 22.25

Mutually coupled coils connected in series.

L, ^M12	 L2,

FIG: 22.26

Mutually coupled coils connected in series with

negative mutual inductance.
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although the equations to be developed are for any two mutually coupled

coils with any value of coefficient of coupling k. When referring to the

voltage induced across the inductance L, (or L2) due to the change in

flux linkages of the inductance L2 (or L I , respectively), the mutual in-

ductance is represented by M12. This type of subscript notation is partic-

ularly important when there are two or more mutual terms.

Due to the presence of the mutual term, the induced voltage e l, is

composed ofthat due to the self-inductance L, and that due to the mutual

.inductance M12. That is,

e l ^ Li 
di, 

+ 12 

di2

dt	 dt

However, since i t = i2 = i,
I 

_' LI di
	 di

e l	 — + MI —
dt	 '7dt

di
or	 .	 el = (LI + M12) dt
	 - 

(volts, V)	 (22.25)

and, simharly,

e2 = (L2 + M12) di
	

(volts, V)	 (22.26)
dt,

For the series connection, the total induced voltage across the series

coils, re resented by eT, is

eT ei + e2 —" (Lj + M12)!f + (L2 + M^2)di
dt	 dt

or	 eT = (LI + . L2 + M12 + M12) didt

aad the total effective inductance is

+ 2M )^	 (henries, H)	 (22.27)

- The subscript was included to indicate that the mutual terms have

a positive sign and are added to the self-inductance values to determine

the total inductance. If the coils are wound such as shown in Fig. 22.26,

where 0 1 and 02 are in opposition, the induced voltages due to the mu-

tual terms oppose that due to the self-inductance, and the total induc-

tance is determined by

LT(-) = LI + L2

	

	 (henries, H)	 (22.28)
iM72

Through Eqs. (22.27) and (22.28), the mutual inductance.can be de-

termined by

(22.29)

Eq. (22.29) is very effective in determining the mutual inductance

between two coils. It states that the mutual inductance is equal to one-

quarter the difference between the total inductance with a positive and

negative mutual effect.
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From the preceding, it should be clear that the mutual inductance di-

rectly affects the magnitude of the voltage induced across a coil since it

determines the net inductance of the coil. Additional examination re-

veals that the sign of the mutual term for each coil of %*coupled p'aj* r is
the same. For LT(+ ) they are ^oth positive, and for L71-) they are both

negative. On a network schematic where it is inconvenient to indicate the

windings and the flux path, a system of dots is used that determines

whether the mutual terms are to be positive or negative. The dot conven-

tion is shown in Fig. 22.27 for the series coils in Figs. 22.25 and 22.26.
If the current through each of the mutually coupled coils is going

away from (or toward) the dot as it passes through the coil, the mutual

term will be positive, as,shown for the case in Fig 22.27(a). If the arrow

indic^ting current direction through the coil is leaving the dot for one

coil and entering the dot for the other, the mutual term is negative.

A few possibilities for mutually coupled transformer coils are indi-

cated in Fig. 22.28(a). The sign of M is indicated for each. When deter-

mining the sign, be sure to examine the current direction within the coil'

itself. In Fig. 22.28(b), one direction is indicated outside for one coil

and through for the other. It initially may appear that the sign should be

positive since both currents enter the dot, but the current through coil I
is leaving the dot; hena a negative sign is in,order.
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N	
L2

FIG. 22.27

Dot conventionfor the series coils in (a) Fig. 22.25
and (b) Fig. 22.26.

At	 M	 M I-)	 M H

(a)
	

(b)

FIG. 22.28
Defining the sign qfMfor mutually coupled transformer coils.

The dot convention also reveals the polarity of the induced voltage

across the mutually coupled coil. If the reference direction for the current In

a coil leaves the dot, the polarity at the dot for 
the induced voltage of the

mutually coupled coil is positive, In the first two figures in Fig. 22.28(a),

the polarity at the dots of the induced voltage1q is positive. In the third figure

in Fig. 22.28(a), the polarity at the dot of the right coil is negative, while the

polarity at the dot of the left coil is positive, since the current enters the dot

(within the coil) of the right coil, The conVnents for the third figure in Fig.

22.28(a) can also be applied to the fast figure in Fig. 22.28(a).

U - 1H

MI: 2H M13 - 3H

Lj- 5H	 L2 - 10H L3 a, 15H

FIG. 22.29

Example 22.8.

CWTV31t Vectors; leave dot.

I	

W"

Coil 1: L, + MI, — M,,

One Current actor enters dot, Afle one Iu4s;

Coil 2: L2 + MIZ — M23

Coil 3: L3 — M^3 — M13

EXAMPLE 22.8 Find the total inductance of the series coils in Fig. 22.29.
N	

Solution.
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and

LT '^ (LI + M12 M'3) + (L2 + M12 M23) + (L3 M23 M13)
LI + L2^ + L3 + 2M12 2M23 — 2MI3

Substituting values, we find

LT = 5 H + 10 H + 15 4 + 2(2,H) — 2(3 H) — 2(1 H)

= 34 H — 8 H = 26 H

EXAMPLE 22.9 Write the mesh equations for the transformer network	
R,

in Fig. 22.30.

Soluti6n: For each coil, the mutual term is positive, and the sign of M

in X. = &4M Z-90* is positive, as determined by ths direction of 1 1 and	 L2	 RL

12. Thus,

El — 1 1R I — IIXL^ /_90* — 12X,^ /_90' 0

or	 El ^ II(RI + gL,) — 12X^ Z-90- = 0	
FIG^ 22.30

For the other loop,	 Example 22.9.

— 12XL2 Z 90o — IIXM L90o — 12RL 0

or	 12(RL + jXL,) J IX, L90' 0

—7

22.9 AIR-COR,E TRANSFORMER

As the name iruplies, the air-core transformer does riot have ' a ferromag-

netic core to link the primary and secondary coils. Rather, the coils are

placed sufficiently close to have a mutual inductance that establishes the

desired transformer action. In Fig. 22.3 1, current direction and polanties

have been defined for the air-core transformer. Note the presence of a

mutual inductance term M, which is positive in this case, as determined

by the dot convention.

M
RP

1p + 0
	

a 1-7,
Z'	

+

Us	 ep L74	 :L, e,	 Z" V1,

Ideal transfonner

FIG. 22.31

Air-core transformer equivalent circuit.

From past analysis in this chapter, we now know that

ip + 
di,

ep Lp, 
L	 (22.30)
dt MT,

for the primary circuit.
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We found in Chapter I I that for the pure inductor, with no mutual in-

ductance present, the mathematical relationship

L di,

dt

resulted in the following useful form of the voltage across an inductor:

V, = I IXL L90' , where	 XL,= &jL

Similarly, it can be shown, for a mutual inductance, that

M 
di2
dt

results in

I VI = 12X^ L90.	 where X. = wM	 (22.31)

Eq. (22.30) can then be written (using phasor notation) as

E, = I, XL, L90'	 (22.32)

and	 V, JPR, LO- + IXL, L90' + I,X^ L90'

or	 V^ = 1p(R, + jXLP )	 (22.33)

For the secondary circuit,

I E, = I,X,, L90* + T,X^ L90' 1	 (22.34)	 ,

and	 V, = 1,R
.
,,LO' + I,X,, L90' + IpX^ L90'

or	 Fv^_ mR_ + jx,,) + IpX^ L90- 1	 (22.35)

Substituting	 YL

into Eq. (22,35) results in

0 1 (R, + jXL, + ZL) + IpXm L90o

Solving for 1, we have	 -

— 
1pxm L90o

R, + jXL, + ZL

and substituting into Eq. (22.33), we obtain

1PxM L901	
o

+ YL ) +	
)Xm L90V8 = 'P(RP	 , P	 Rs + jXL, + ZL

Thus, the input impedance is

V	
(X^ 90.)2

Z i 2 = R +jXL1P 	P	 P Rs + jXL, + ZL

or, defining

Zp = Rp + JXL,	 Z, = R, + jXL,	 and	 Xm Z 90' +jwM
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we have

(4soil	 -j.M)2

Zi Z P

Z, -I ^k

Zi	 (-w	 (22.36)and	 ZP — Z' + ZL

	

The term (wAf)21(Z, + ZL) is called the coupled impedance, and it is	 Rp	 1P
independent of the sign of M since it is squared in the equation. Consider 	

Coupled	 m2M2
also that since (W*2 is a constant with 0* phase angle, if the load ZL is

zj	 impedance
resistive, the resulting coupled impedance term appears capacitive due to

division of (Zs + RL) into (&)Af)2 . This resulting capacitive reactance op-

poses the series primary inductance L, causing a reduction in Zi. Includ-

ing the effect of the mutual term, the input impedance to the network 	 FIG. 22.32

appears as shown in Fig. 22.32.	 input characteristicsfor the air-cqre transformer

EXAMPLE 22.1 0 Determine the input impedance to the air-core trans-

former in Fig. 22,33.

M 09H

Rp	
R,

3 il	 '70.5 nJL

LP n ri	

lH	

.40 f)	4 1 H	 R1,	
'd

Z'

400

FIG. 22.33

1.	 Example 22. 10.

Solution:

((OM)
zi = Z +

P 
Zs + ZL

(&)M)l
= Rp + jX,, + 

R,i + jx i 4^ RL

= 3 

1 

fl" + j 2.4 W + 
((400 rad/s)(0.9 H))2

0 + _J400 0 + 40 fi

129.6 X 10'fl
j 2.4 kil + 

40.5 + i 400

j 2.4 kfl + 322.4 0 Z —84.22o

P.citi^

j 2.4 kil + (0.0325 kil — j 0.3208 W)

0.0325 kfl + j (2.40 — 0.3208) W

and Zi Ri + jXL^ 32.5 11 + j 2079 n 2079.25 il L89.101
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22.10 NAMEPLATE DATA

A typical iron-core power transformer rating included in the nameplate
^ata for the transformer might be the following:

5 kVA	 2000/ 100 V	 60 Hz

ne 2000 V or the 100 V can be either the primary or the secondary volt-
age; that is, if 2000 V is the primary voltage, then 100 V is the secondary
voltage, and vice versa. The 5 kVA is the apparent power (S = VI) rating
of the transformer. If the secondary voltage is 100 V, then the maximum
load current is

IL 
S 
= 

5000 VA 
= 50 A

VL	 100 V

and if the secondary voltage is 2000 V; then the maximum load current is

S 5000 VA
IL = 

VL 26FO V 
= 2.5 A

The transformer isratecNn terms of the apparent power rather-than

the averageor real, power for the reason demonstrated by the circuit in
Secondary	 Fig. 22.34'. Since the current through the load is greater than that deter-

^L ^ 2000
, 
V A > 2.5 A (rated)	 mined by the apparent power rating, the transformer may be perma-

+ 
WIT	

ncntly damaged. Note, however, that since the load is purely capacitive,

the average pox^er to the load is zero. The wattage rating is therefore12^^ ^V_ X 500 fl

	

C	
meaningless regarding the ability of this load to damage the transformer.

C'oIron core	 The transformation ratio of the transformer under discussion can be
core

	

either of two values. If the secondary voltage is 2000 V, the transforma-

FIG. 22.34	 tion ratio is a = NpIN, = VIVL = 100 V/2000 V = 1/20, and the trans-

Demonstrating why transformers are rated 	 fo rmer is a step-up transformer. If the secondary voltage is 100 V, the

	

in WA rather than W	 transformation ratio is a = NpIN, = VgIVL = 2000 V/1 00 V = 20, and
the transformer is a step-down transformer.

The rated primary current can be determined by applying Eq. (22.18):

IP a

which is equal to (2.5 AA 1/20)) = 50 A if the secondary voltage ig 2000 V,
and (50 A/20^ = 2.5 A if the secondary voltage is 100 V.

To explain the necessity for including the frequency in the nameplate

data, consider Eq. (22.12):

E, = 4.44f

and the B-H curve for the iron core of the transformer (Fig. 22.35).

B
A_

AB
t/ A-

- - - - - - - - - - -

Knee of curve

t

01

(AH	
H	 N'11

FIG. 22.35
Demonstrating why thefrequency ofapplicationis importantfor transformers.
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The point of operation on the B-H curve for most transformers is at
the knee of the curve. If the'frequency of the applied signal drops and Np
and Ep remain the same, then (1). must increase in magnitude, as deter-
mined by Eq. (22.12):

EP

4.44fp&p

The result is that B increases, as shown in Fig. 22.35, causing H to in-
crease, also. The resulting Al could cause a very high current in the pri-
mary, resulting in possible damage to the transformer.

22.11 TYPES OF TRANSFORMERS
Transformers are available in many different shapes and sizes. Some of
the more common types include the power transformer, audio trans-
former, IF (intermediate frequency) transformer, and RF (radio fre-
quency) transformer. Each is desigmd to fulfill a particular requirement
in a specific area of application. The symbols for some of thebasic types
of transformers are shown in Fig. 22.36.

TYPE90F TRANSFORMERS 111 1011

Air-core	 Iron-core	 Variable-core

FIG. 22.36
Transformer symbols,

The ' method of construction varies from one transformer to another.
Two of the many different ways in which the primary and secondary
coils can be wound around an iron core are shown in Fig. 22.37. In either
case, the core is made of laminated sheets of ferromagnetic material

Secondary
(a) Core type 	 (b) Shell type

FIG. 22.37
Types offerromagnetic core consiruction.

a
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A401—

41,

Series connection

with centertap

I

ac,
11 V	 2	 6	 output 

CT

output

50160 HZ	

1

	

4	 18 
----------- 0

FIG. 22.38

Laminated power transformer
(Courtesy of the Tamura Corp. of America.)

	

1,	 -L A
20	 1 A

VR 120 DVEp CVL = 6V

(a)

1, = I A

1, = 1 
2

1 
0 
A

c_^+	

2
1 
0 
A

V, 120 V

E, = 6V

VL 126 V

E, 120 V

(b) W

FIG. 22.39

(a) Two-circuit tr6nsformer; (b) autotransfo^rmer

ROME

separated by an insulator to reduce the eddy current losses. The sheets

themselves also contain a small percentage of silicon to increase the

electrical resistivity of the material and further reduce the eddy current

losses.

A variation of the core-type transformer appears in Fig. 
22.38. This

.transformer is designed for low-profile (the 1. 1 VA size has a maximum

height of only I in.) applications in power, control, and instrumentation

applications. There are actually two transformers on the same core,

with the primary and secondary of each wound side by side. The

schematic is.provided in Fig. 22.38 for a single 115 V, 50/60 Hz input

using a series connection with centertap for the output. For this unit, the

output voltage is 10 V line to centertap with a current rating of 0. 11 A,

satisfying the condition that (10 V) (0. 11 A) = 1.1 VA as indicated

above. Note the dot convention and the commercial representation of

the transformer coils.

The autotransformer [Fig. 22.39(b)) is a type of power transformer

that, instead of employing the two-circuit principle (complete isolation

between coils), has one winding common to both the input and the out-

put circuits. The induced voltages are related to the turns ratio in the

same manner as that described for the two-circuit transformer. If the

proper connection is used, a two-circuit power transformer can be used

as an autotransformer. The advantage of using it as an autotransformer is

that a larger apparent -power can be transformed. This can be demon-

stratcd by the two-circuit transformer of Fig. 22.39(a), shown in Fig.

22.39(b) as an autotransformer.

For the two-circuit transformer, note that S 	A)(120 V) = 6 VA,20

whereas for the autotransformer, S (1-2LO A)(120 V) = 126 VA, which

is many times that of the two-circuit transformer. Note also that the cur-

rent and voltage of each coil are the same as those for the two-circuit

configuration. The disadvantage of the autotransformer is obvious: loss

of the isolation between the primary and secondary circuits.

A pulse transformer ' designed for printed-circuit applications

where high-amplitude, long-duration pulses must be transferred with-

out saturation appears in Fig. 22.40. Turns ratios are available from I

: I to 5 : I at maximum line voltages of 240 V rms at 60 Hz. The 
upper

unit is for printed-circuit applications with isolated dual primaries,

whereas the lower unit is the bobbin variety with a single primary

winding.

FIG. 22.40

Pulse transformers.

(i'ourtesy of DALE Electronics, Inc.)

0
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The ultra-wideband audio- transformer in Fig. 22.41 is designed to
work in the frequency range of 300 Hz to 100 kHz. The unit is quite
small, with dimensions of 0.31 in. by 0.41 in. for the area a^hd 0.465 in.
for the height. The ac impedance at the primary is 200 kfl CT, and it is
I kf1 CT at secondary. The turns ratio is 14.1 CT: I CT, with a maximum
powerrating of 10 mW. The de resistance ofthe primary is 5.3 kfl, with
120 fl at the secondary.

'V_
22.12 TAPPED AND MULTIPLE-LOAD	

X ? " 4A	 '3

TRANSFORMERS

For the center-tapped (primary) transformer in'Fig. 22,4 1 , wlicie tile	 I FIG. 22.41
voltage from the center tap to either outside lead is definod ai E,12, the 	 Ultra-wideba&d transfornier.
relationship between Ep and E, is	 (Courtesy oftheTauiura Corp. ofAmerlica)

L
Ep Np

	

— = — ,	
(22.37)E, N,

+ A 0

71	
2	

IVL

i
__EP CT

	

	
2	

V, f" -Z'
l"_Z	 NL

	

E	 2

FIG. 22.42

Ideal transformer with a center-zapped primary.

For each half-section of the primary,

_)2

	

Z1/2 ( NP/2 ) 2ZL	 ZL

	

N,	 4 Ns

(,)2Z,
with	

Zio 8)	
N^

Therefore,	 Z 1/2	 Zi	 (22.38)
4

For the multiple-load transformer in Fig. 22.43, the following equa-	
+

tions apply:

2
	F TN 

L' 'VI	

2 NFi =-Nj	 Li	 N,	 1^2	 N2	 E, N,

E2 N2	 JE, N3	 E	
(22.39)

	

3 N3	

+V3
The total input impedance can be determined by fVst noting that, for	 ^Z'

the ideal transforine 	
- _j

	

171 the power d livered to the primary is equal t6 the 	 L0—
Ppower dissipated by the load; that is,

	

P1 PL, + PL,	
FIG. 22.43

Ideal transfortner with nadfilde ioads.

Introductory, C.-65A
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N2,

Ei N1	 Z2

N3

'3	 3

0-

FIG. 22.44

Ideal transforiner with a tapped secondaty

and multil)lc Mads.
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and for resistive loads (Zi = Ri, Z2 R2, and Z3 = R3),

E23

R i R2 _R3

L3

or, si ' nce,	 E	 12E .	 and	 E3	 E,

NI

E,2. L(N,/JVL

then	
Ri	 R2	

+	

Rj

and	
Ej'	 E 'i	

+	
Ei

.R j ^N^IIN2 R2 (NIIN3)2R3

J22,40)
Thus,	 + ^N^IN,)R,=2- Fi,^ N ^IN^R

indicating that the load resistances are reflected in parall4c

For the configuration in Fig. 

1 
22.44, with E2 ancrE3 defined as shown,

Eqs. (22.3. 9) and (22.40) are applicable.

22.13 NETWORKS WITH MAGNETICALLY
COUPLED COILS
For multiloop networks with magnetically coupled coils, the mesh-

Z'	
X_
	 analysis approach is most frequently applied^ A firm understanding of

the dot convention discussed earlier should make ffic writing of the

11z	 I	 r	 g

Fll:^I___11 1	 +	
equations quite direct and frc^ of errors. Before w itin g the equations for

+	

any particular loop, first determine whether the mutual term is positive

Z3	 or negative, keeping in mind that it will have the same sign as that for the

Z2 ri	
other magnetically coupled coil. For the two-loop network irr Fig. 22.45,

for example. the mutual terni has a positive sign since ,the current

+	 through each coil leaves the dot. For the primary loop,

-	 E	 I J Z	 I I ZL, - 12Z ^' . - Z201	 0

FIG. 22.46	 where M of Z	 O)M L90' is posi tive, and

	

App4ing nZesh analysis to magnetically	
11(zi I + Zt + Z') 

-'12(Z -2	 1	 2	
'Z -)	 El

coupled coils.

	

	 cc was treated as if it were
Note in the above that the mutual inipcdan

an additional inductance in series with the inductance L I having a sign

determined by 
the dot convention and the voltage across which is deter-

mined by the current in the magnetically coupled loop,

Z2	
For the secondary loop,

_z2(12	
- 12ZL, - I IZ^ 1 27 3 = 0

+ Z^) - 1 1(Z2 - Z.) ='0or

	

	 12(Z2 + ZL'	

e	
and

For the network in Fig. 22.46, we find a mutual term betwe n LI

1,2 and L, and LI, labeled M 1 2 and M 13 , respectively. ,

L	
For the coils . with the do is (L] and L3), 

since each current through the

for the chosen d.irection of 1 1 and 13
coils leaves the dot, M13 

is 
Positive

Howevdr-since the current 11 leaves the dot through LI, and 12 enters the

L	
y4ror the input circuit,

0	 dot ftough coil 
2, M12 is'negatiVe. Consequenti

FIG. 22A6	 E,	 1iZI - 1IZL	 12(-Z,,,,,) - 1 3Z-,, = 0

	

Appi^lng i.nesh analysis to a nerworkwith tw,o 	 E,	 1 1 (Z, + Z, , ) 40q Z,, - 1,Z,,o = 0lagnelicatly coupled cioili.	 or

Introductory, C,- 65B
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For loop 2,

__7f2Z2 127L,	 0.

—1 1 Z." + 12(Z,, + ZT12 )	 0

and for loop 3,

_13Z3 — 117-L, — ,I,Z,,,,	 0

or	 11Z"o + 13(Z3 + ZL,,)

In determinant form,

1 1(7-1 + ZL)	 11Z	 + 1 3Z,^o	 = E,

—1,Z,,	 + 12(Z2 + ZL,) + , 0	 = 0

11Z 13	
+ 0	 + 13(Z3 + Z 131) =

22.14 APPLICATIONS

The transformer has appeared throughout the text in a number of de-

scribed applications, from the basic dc supply to the flyback trinsformer

of a simple flash camera. Transformers were used to increa
s
e or decrease

the voltage br current level, to. act 'as an impcdanc^ matching device, or

in some ,cases to play a dual role of trausformer action and reactive ele-

merit. They are so common in suth a wide variety of systems that it is

important to become very familiar with their general characteristics. For

most applications. transformer design can be comidLred 100%, efficient.

That is, the power applied is the power delivered to the Joad. In 
general,

however, transformers are frequently the large^tlelcrnent of a.design and,

because of the nonlinearity of the B-H curve, can cause some distortion

of the transformed waveform. Therefore, they are useful only in situk-

tions where the applied voltage is cbangin^ with time. Tile application of

a dc voltage to the prj mkry results in-0 Vat the secondary, but the appIL

cation of a voltage that changes with time, no matter what As gLneralA. p-
pearance, *suits in * a , voltage 

on 
the secondary. Remember that even

thoogh it can provide isolation between the primary and secondary cir-

cuits, a transformer can transform the load impedanct to the primary cir-

cuit at a level that can significantly affect the behavior of the' network.

Even the smallest impedance in the secondary can he made to appear

very large, in the. primary when a step-down transformer is used.

Transformers, like every other component you may u^e, have power

ratings. The larger the power rating, the larger is the resulting trans-

former, primarily because of the larger conductors in the windings to

handle the current. The size of a transformer is also a function of the

frequeAcy involved. The lower the frequency, the Ia* rgcr is the required

transformer, as. is easily recognized by the size of large power trans-

formers (also affected by the current levels as mentioned above). For

the same power level, the higher the frequency of transformation, the

smaller the transformer can be. Because of eddy current and ijysteresis,

losse's in a transformer, the design of the core 
is 

quite important. A solid

core would introduce high levels of such losses, whereas a core con-

structed of sheets of high-pertneability steel with the proper insulation

between the sheets would reduce the losses significant).N_

Although vey,y fundamental in their basic structure, transformers are,

among the basic building bl^)e l l- s of electric and OlCC:IrP11iC

There is not a publication on , new components that does not include a

new aesign for the variety ofapplications bqing developed every day.
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$01dering Gun

Soldering and welding, are two operations that Are best performed 
by

the a'pplication of heat thaf is unaffected by 
the thermal characteristics

of the materials involved. In other words, the heat applied should not be

sensitive to the changing parameters of the welding materials, the met-

als involved, or the welding conditions. The arc (a heavy current) estab-

lished in the welding process should remain fixed in magnitude to

ensure an even weld. This is best accomplished by ensuring a fixed cur-

rent through the system even though the load characteristics may

change^that is, by ensuring a constant current supply of sufficient am-

perage t-^ establish the required arc for the welding equipment or even

heating of the soldering iron tip. A further requirement for the soldering

process is that the heat developed be sufficient to raise the solder to its

melting point of about 800'R

The soldering gun of Fig. 22.47(a) employs a unique approach to es-

tablishing a fixed current through the soldering tip. The soldering tip is

actually part of a secondary winding of transformer having only one turn

as its secondary, as shown in Fig. 22.47(b). Because of the heavy currents

Se-ndary

Core ,

Secondary

140 W	
100w
OFF

Primary

01= 120 V ac

(c)

- A.6
i

pr^mary

100w

140 W

Applied	 j

ac power

FIG, 22.47

nce; (b) internal construction; (c) turns ratio control.Soldering gull: (a) appeara
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that will be established in this single-tum secondary, it is quite large

in size to ensure that it can handle the current and to minimize its tests-

tance level. The primar^ of the transformer ha5^ many turns of thinner

wire to establish the turns ratio 'necessary to establish the required cur-

rent i; the secondary. The Universal o unit ofFig. 22.47,is,rated	
A

140 W/100 W, indicating that it has two levels of power controlled by

the trigger. As you pull the trigger, the first-setting will be at , 1.00 W, and

a fully depressed trigger will provide 140 W of power. The inductance of

the primary is 285 mH at the 140 W setting and 380 tnH at the 100 W	 0

setting, indicating that the switch controls how many windings of the

primary will be part of the transformer action for each watt-age rating, as

shown in Fig. 22.47(c). Since inductance is a d i rect function of the num

her of turns, the 140 W setting has fewer turns than the 100 W setting.

The dc resistance of the primary Was found to be 'about 11.2 fl for the

140 W setting and 12.8 D for the 100 W setting, which makes sense also

e " stance should in-since more turns will require a longer wire, and the r st,

crease accordingly.

Under rated operating conditions, , the primary current for each setting

can be determined using Ohm's law in the following mannen,

For 140 W,

P 140 W
— = — = 1.17 AIP V, 120 V

For 100 W,

P 100 W
0.83 A1P V, 120 V

A§ expected, the current demand is more for the 140 W setting that

for the 100 W setting. Using the measured values of input inductance 0_^
and resistance for the 140 W setting gives the equivalent circuit of 	 RP 11.2 n

120 V
Fig. 22,48(a). Using the applied 60 Hz to determine the reactance of	 60 Hz

Lp 285 mH'
the coil and then determining the total impedance seen by the primary

results in the following for the source current:
140 W

XL = 27rjL = 27T(60 Hz)(285 mH) = 107.44 fl	 (a)

and	 Z, = R + jX, 1 1.2 fl + j 107.44 il = 108.02 0 Z 84.05 0

11P ,	 E	 120 V
so that	

ZT	 108.02 n 
= 1.11 A	

R,	 12.8^0
120 V

which is a close match with the rated level. 	 60, Hz

For the 100 W level of Fig. 22.48(b), the following analysis would 	 -	
LP 380 mH

result:
100 W

XL = 21rjL = 21T(60 Hz)(380 mH) = 143.26 fl,	 (b)	 4f

and	 ^j = R + jX, 12.8 fl + j 143.26 fl = 143.83 fl , L 84.89'	 FIG. 22.48

Equivalent cirouits for the soldering iron
E	 120 V	 ofFig.'2147(a): at 140-Wsetting;

so that	 11.11	
ZT	 143.83 

D = 0.83 A	
(b) at 100- W setting.

which is a match to hundredths p1%ce with the value calculated from

rated conditions.

Removing the tip and measuring, the primary and secondary volt-

ages resulted in 120 V/0.38 V for the 140 W setting and 120^1/0.31 V

for the 100 W setting, respectively. Since the voltages of a transformer

are directly related to the turns ratio, the ratio of the number of turns in
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the primary (N,,) to that of the secondary (N,) can be estimated by the

following for each setting:

For 140 W,

Np ' 120 V	 316
N, 0.38 V

For 100 W,

1P 1-20--K 387
0.31 V

Looking at the photograph of .Fig. 22.47(b), one ,would certainly con-

sider that there are 300 or more turns in the primary winding,

The currents of a transformer are related by the tums ratio in the

following manner, permitting a calculation of the sec6ndary current for

chch setting:

For 140 W,

A'

	

I,, --Ip	 316(1,17 A)	 370 A
N^

For I OOW,

N
387(0.83 A) 321 A

N^

Quite clearly, the se^ondary current is much higher for the 140 W set

ting. Using an Amp-Clanip
@ showed that the current in secondary ex-

power was first applied and the soldering tip wasc ,eeded 
300 A when th,

cold. However, as the tip heated up because ofthe high current levels,

the current through the primarydropped to about 215 A for the 140 W

setting and to ISO A for the 100 W setting. These high currents are part

of the reason that the lifetime of most soldering tips on soldering guns is

about 20 hours. Eventually, the tip will simply begin to melt. Using these

levels-of current and the given power rating, we can approximate the re-

sistance of the secondary as follows:

For 140 W,

	

P	 140 W
R	 3 mO

	

12	 (215 A^2

For 100 W,

	

P	 100 W

(180 A)'

which is low, as'expected when you consider the cross-sectionalitrea of^ .

the secondary and the fact that the tip is a short section of low-resistance,

tin-plated copper.

One of the obvious advantages of the soldering gun versus the iron is

that the iron is off when you release the trigger, thus reducing energy

costs and extending the life of the tip. Applying de current rather than ac

to develop a constant currem,would be impractical because the high cur

rent demand would require a series of large batteries in parallel.

The above investigation was particularly interesting because of the

mimner in which the constant current characteristic was estAblished, the

:e
I 
vels of current established, and the excelleht manne 

I 
r in which some of

the theory introduced in the text was verifi6d.
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Low-Voltage Compensation

At dmes-during the year, peak demands from the power company can re-

sult in a reduced voltage down the line, In midsummer, for example, the

line voltage may drop from 120 V to 100 V because of the heavy load

often due primarily to air conditioners. However, air conditioners do not

run as well Linder low-voltage conditions, so the following optibn using

an autotransformer may-be the solution. .

.In Fig. 22.49(a), tin air conditioner drawing 10 A at 120 V is con-

nected through an . autotransformer to the available supply, which has

dropped to 100 V. Assuming 100% efficiency, the current drawn from

the line would have to bd ' 12 A to ensure t;at Pi = P,, = 1200 W. Using

the analysis introduced in Sec, Lion 22.1 1, we rind that the current in the

primary winding is 2 A with 10 A 
in 

the secondary. The 12 A exist only

in the line connecting the source to the -primary. If the voltage level is in-

creased using the traditional step-up transformer shown in Fig. 22,49(b),

the same currents result at the source and load. However, note that the

current through the pri' mary is now 12 A, which is 6 times that in the an*-

totransformer. The result is that the winding in the autotronsformer can

be much thinner due to the significantly lower current-level.

APIPLICATIONS :1 1 1019

j

120 V air mriditioner

Source	
+	 120 V air cbnditioner

IZA^	 —too V

^	 I	 step-up i'^Ifio.

AutwranNfortner	 transformer

(a)

12 A
0

Source

100V

	 A	 _ I

I

FIG. 22.49

Maintaining a 120 Ysupplyforan air conditioner: (a.
) using an autotransfortner;

^b) using a traditional step-up iran^/6rmer.

Let us now examine the turns ratio required and the number of turns

involved for each setup (associating one turn with each volt of the pri-

mary and secondary).

For the.autotransformer,

N,	 V,'	 IOV	 .10 t

N,	 V,,	 100 V	 100 t

eor the traditional transformer,

N,	 Vs	 120 V	 120 t

N, V,	 100 V	 100 t

In total, therefore, the autotransformer has only JO turns in the second-

ary^, whereas the traditional has 120. For the autotransformer, we need

only 10 turris of heavy wire to handle the current of 10 A, not the full

120 required foi the traditional transformer. In addition, the total number

of turns for the autotransfornier is 110, compared to 40 for the tradi-

tional transformer.

0
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The' net result of all the above is that even though the protection of-

fered by the isolation feature is lost, the autotransformer can be much

smaMr in size and weight and-, therefore, less costly.

Balfast Transformer

Until just recently, all fluoretcent lights like those in Fig. 22.50(a) had a

ballast transformer as shown in Fig, 22,50(b). In many t;ases, its weight

alone is almost equal to that of the fixture itself. In recent years, a solid

state equivale ' nt transformer has been ,developed that in time will replace

most of the ballast transformem.

Jai

pow^r 7'

FIG. 22.50

Fluorescent lamp: (a) general appearance;

(b) internal vieiv with ballast.

The basic connections for a single-bulb fluorescent light are provided

in Fig. 22.51(a). Note that the transformer is connected as an autotrans-

former with the full applied 120 V across the primary. When t he switch is

closed, the applied voltage and the voltage across the secondary will add

the fluorescent bulb. Theand establish a current through the filarri lents of

starter is initially a short circuit to establish the continuous path through

the two filaments. In older fluorescent bulbs, the starter was a cylinder

%k ith t ,^o contacts, as shown in Fig. 22.51(b), which had to be replaced on

occasion. It sat right under the fluorescent bulb near one of the bulb con

nections. Now, as shown by the sketch of the inside of a ballast trans

former in Fig. 22.5 I(c), the starter is now commonly built into the ballast

-trans-and can no longer be replaced. The voltage established by the auto

former action is sufficient to heat the filaments but not light the fluores-

cent bulb. The fluorescent lamp is a long tube with ' a coating of

fluorescent paint on the inside. It is filled with an men gas and a small

c electrodes at theamount ofliquid mercury. The distance between th

ends of the lamp is too much for the applied autotransfo ner voltage to

establish conduction. To overcome this problem, the filaments are first

heated 
as 

described above to conveit the mercury (a good conductor)
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On/off
switch	 Bs!b,t

Black_0

120	 White	 Blue

White
Blue

Fluorescent bulb

4F bn 0

Filaments	 A

(a)	 (b)

H,ncllt

Larninated core

Windings

Oil-impregnated,
heat-absorbing
material throqghout
inside of contamer

FIG. 22.51

(a) Schematic ofsingle-bulb fluorescent lamp; (b) starter:

^c) internal view ofballast transfomer

from a liquid to a gas. Conduction can then be established by the applica-

tion of a large potential across the electrodes. This potential is established

when the starter (a thermal switch that opens when it reaches a particular

temperature) opens and causes the inductor current to drop from its es-

tablished level to zero amperes, This quick drop in current establishes a

very high spike in voltage across the coils of the autotransformer as de-

termined by VL = L(diLldt).This significant spike in voltage also appears

across the bulb and establishes current between the electrodes. Light is

then given off as, the electrons hit the fluorescent surface on the inside of

the tube. It is the persistence of the coating that helps hide the oscillation

in conduction level due to the low-frequency (60 Hz) power that can re-

sult in a flickering light. The starter remains open until the next time the

bulb is turned on. 'Me flow of charge between electrodes is then main-

tained solely by the voltage across the autotransformer. This current is

relatively loxw in magnijude because of the reactance of the secondary

winding in the resulting series circuit. In other words, the autotransfonrer

has shifted to one that is now providing a reactance to the secondary cir-

cuit to limit the current through the bulb. Without this limiting factor, the

current through the bulb would be too high, and the bulb would quickly

burn out. This action of the- coils of the transformer generating the re-

quired voltage and then acting as a coil to Jimit the curren I
t has resulted in

the general terminology ofswinging choke^
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The fact that the light is not generated by an IR drop across a filament of

a bulb is the reason fluorescent lights are so energy efficient. In fact, in an

incandescent bulb, about 75% of the applied energy is lost in heat, with

only 25% going to light emission. In a fluorescent bulb, more than 70%

goes to light emission and 30% to beat losses. As a rule of thumb, the light-

ing from a 401W fluorescent lamp [such as the unit 
in 

Fig. 22.50(a) with its

two 20 W bulbs] is equivalent to that of a 100 W incandescent bulb.

One other interesting difference between incandescent and fluores-

cent-bulbs is the method of determining whether . they are , good or bad.

For the incandescent light, it is immediately obvious when it fails to give

light at all. For the fluorescent bulb, howNer, assuming that the ballast is

in good working order, the bulb begins to dim as i& life wears on. The

electrodes become coated and less efficient, and the coating on the inner

surface begins toldeterioraie.

Rapid-start fluorescent lamps are different in operation ' only in that

the voltage generated by the transformer is sufficiently large to atornize

the gas upon application and initiate conduction, thereby removing the

need 'for a starter and eliminating the warm-up time of the filaments. In

time, the solid-state ballast will probably be the unit of choice because of

its . quick response, higher efficiency, and lighter weight, but the transition

will take some time. The basic operation will remain the same, however.

Because of the fluorine gas (hence the namefluorescent bulb) and the

mercury in fluorescent lamps, they must be discarded with care. Ask

your local disposal facility where to take bulbs. Breaking them for inser-

tion in a plastic bag could be very dangerous. , If you happen to break a

bulb and get cut 
in 

the process, go immediately to a medical facility

since you could sustain fluorine or mercury poisoning.

Recent Developments

As pointed out in Chapter 4, the compact flourescent bulb (CFL) has,had

a tremendous impact oil the "green" movement, with entire countries de-

termined to bAully flourescent within the next 3 to 4 years. However, t^e

design of the CFL is electronic in nature and does not use the ballast and

starter mechanism described above, although its actual mode of operation

is the same. 1^ote in Fig. 4.25 the package of electronics crowded into

each CFL, resulting in the higher cost compared to incandescent lighting.

In fact, take particular note of the small transformer in the center of the

package that is used to help es- tablish the required firing voltage. Further_

impact on the lighting industry is bound to come from the growing interest

in light-emitting diodes (LEDs), which have even longer lifetimes than

CFLs and do not require a firing mechanism of any kipd. As with , any

new source of light, however, there are both positive and negative aspects

to each approach. S ome sugges t that the future hol 0 a m i x 
in 

re of u se, de

pending on the application, cost involved, and effect on the environment.

On the very positive side, however, it is nice to have options, and those

being develops seem to be full of promise.

22.15 COMPUTER ANALYSIS

PSpice

Transformer (Controlled Sources) The simple transformer con-

figuration 
in 

Fig. ' 22.52 is now investigated Aing controlled sources to

mimic the behavior of the transformer as defined by its basic voltage and

current relationships.
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R,

1:4

+	 Ion +

jo v z o' 'IV	 F,	 100 n
V, - f7)

I	 FIG. 22.52

Applying JSpice to a step-up transformer

For comparison purposes, a theoretical solution of the network yields

the following:

Zi a2zL
2

- 100 n
41)

6.25 fl

and	 Ep 
(6,25 fl)(20 V)	

7.692 V
6.25 fl + 10 0

with Es	 ' E,	 7.692 V) = 4(7.692 V) -- 30.77 V

and	 VL = E, -- 30.77 V

For the ideal transformer, the secondary voltage is defined by E,

NsINp(Ep) which is Es = 4Ep for the network in Fig. 22.52. The fact that

the magnitude of one voltage is controlled by another requires that wo,

use the 'Volta ge^Control led Voltage Source (VCVS) source in the

ANALOG library. It appears as E in the Parts List and has $he format

appearing in Fig. 22.53. The sensing voltage is El, and the controlled

CidenCt

cq 'j	 M,

AC - k

P"As'

a	 RL 

"00 EFF ^4
	

]4

0

FIG. 22.53

Using PSpice to deremine the magnitude and phase anglefor the load voltage

of-the nenvork in Fig. 22.52.

0
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voltage appears across the two terminals of the circular symbol for a

voltage source. Double-click on the source symbol to set the GAIN to 4

for this example. Note in Fig. 22.53 that the sensing voltage is the pri2

mary voltage of the circuit in Fig. , 22.52, and the output voltage is con-

nected directly t6 the load re'sistor RL. There is no real problem making

the necessary connections because of the format of the E source.

The next step is to set up the current relationship for the transformer.

Since the magnitude of one current is controlled by the magnitude of

another current in the same configuration, a Current-Controlled Cur-

rent Source (CCCS) must be employed. It also appears in the

ANALOG library under the Parts List as F and has the format appear-

ing in Fig. 22.53. Note that both currents have a direction associated

with them. For the ideal transformer, Ip = NlNp (1,) which is It, = 41,

for the network in Fig. 22.52. The gain for the part can be set using the

same procedure defined for the E source. Since the secondary current is

the controlling current, its level must be fed into the F source in the

same direction as indicated in the controlled source. When making this

connection, be sure to click the wire in location before crossing the wire

of the prj mar^ circuit and thet clicking it again after crossing the wire.

If you do this properly, a connection point indicated by a small red dot

will not appear. The controlled current 'R, can be connected as shown

because the connection El is only sensing a voltage level, essentially

has infinite impedance, and can be looked upon as an open circuit. In

other words, the current through R1 will be the same as through the

controlled source of E.

A simulation was set up with SC Sweep and I kHz for the Start

and End Frequeneies. One data point per decade was selected, and the

simulation was initiated. After the SCHEMATIC1 screen appeared,

the window was exited, and PSpice-View Output File was selected to

result in the AC ANALYSIS solution of Fig. 22.54. Note that the volt-

age is 30.77 V, which is an exact match with the theoretical solution,

— Profile: "SCHEMATICI-PSpice22-1" ^
[C:kICAl2\PSpic^\PSpice22-l-PSpiceFilcs\SCHEMATICITspice22-I..^im]

ACANALYSIS	 TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C

FRLQ	 VM(NO0908)	 VP (NO0908)

1.000E+03 3.077F+01 	 O.00OE+00

FIG. 22.54

The outputfilefor the analysis indicated in Fig. 22.53.

multisim

Transformer(Library) Multisim is now used to analyze the same

transformer configuration just investigated using PSpice. 
In 

Fig, 22.55,

obtain the source by first selecting Place Source to open the Select a

Component dialog box. Select SIGNAL—VOLTAGE followed by

AC_.VOLTAGF and click OK. For the source, peak values are set, hence

the difference in the set value in Fig. 22.55 and the rms multimeter read-

ing. Obtain the transformer by selecting Place Basic-Family-BASIC

VIRTUAL-TS—VIRTUAL. Then select the turns ratio of 2 to open the

TS—VIRTUAL dialog box. Change the Primary-to-Secondar .* Turns

Ratio: to 0.25 for this example.
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if a	 42

0

T

M

10^

.r

,_^J F --J
F^

FIG. 22.55

The rest of the configuration is constructed using techniques de-

scribed earlier. A simulation results in the meter displays in Fig. 22.55.

esults in 29.54 VChanging the rnis reading of 20.893 V to a peak value r

which is a close match to that obtained using PSpice.

i

PROBLEMS

SECTION 22.2 Mutual Inductance

1. For the air-core transformer in Fig. 22.56:

a. Find the value of L. if the mutual inductance M is equal

to 40 mH.

L, 50 mH N, 80

1p	 +	 +

ep

N, = 20	 L,

k 0.8

FIG, 22.56

Problems 1, 2 and 3.

b. Find the induced voltages e 

P 

and e, if the 'flux linking

the primary coil changes at the rate of 0.08 Wb/s,

c. Find the induced voltages ep and e. if the current ip

changes at the rate of 0.3 A/ms.

2. a. Repeat Problem I ifk is changed to I -

b. Repeat Problem I if k is changed to 0.2.

c. Compare the results of parts (a) and (b).

3. Repeat Problem I for k = 0.3, NP = 300 turns, and N,

25 turns.

SECTION 22.3 The Iron-Core Transformer

4. For the iron-core transformer (k = 1) in Fig. 22,57:

a. Find the magnitude of the induced voltage E,

b. Find the maximum flux (D-

5. Repeat Problem 4 for Np = 240 and N. = 30.

6. Find the applied voltage of an iron-core transformer if the

secondary voltage is 240 V, and Np = 60 with N, = 720.

7. If the maximum flux passing through the core of Problem 4

is 3.75 mWb, find the frequency of the input voltage.
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SECTION 22.5 Impedance Matching, Isolation,

20	 and Qisplacement

13. a.,For the circuit in Fig. 22.59, find the transfOTma-

tion ratio required to deliver maximum power to the

speaker.
b. Find the maximum power delivered to the speaker.

f= 60 IIz

FIG. 22.57

Problems 4, 5 and 7.	 36 il	 7, = I? = 4 (1

SECTION 22.4 Reflected Impedance and Power	
v, 20 V

8. For (fie iron-core transformer in Fig. 22.58:

a. Find the magnitude of the current I,_ and the voltage VL

if a	 1, = 2^ A, and ZL = 2 0 resistor.

b. Find the input resistance for the data specified in part (a).

FIG. 22.59

Problem 13.
+	 +

ZL v,
SECTION 22.6 Equivalent Circuit

(iron-Core Transformer)

	

FIG. 22.58	 14. I-or the transformer in Fig. 22.60, determine.

Problems 8 through 12.	 a. the equivalent resistance R,.

b. the equivalent reactance X,.

	

9. Find the input impedance for the iron-core transformer of 	
c. the equivalent circuit reflected to the primary.

Fig. 22.58 ifa = 2,1, -, 4 A. and V, = 120 V	
d. the primary currcnt for V, = 50 V / w.

u. the load voltage VL,

	

10. Find the voltage Vg and the current 1p if the input impedance	 f. the phasor diagram of the reflected primary circuit.

	

of the iron-core transformer in Fig. 22.58 is 4 fl, and VL =	 g. the new load vWj(age if we assufric the transformer to be
600 V and a = 1/4.	

ideal with a 4: 
1 
turns ratio. Compat c the result with that

	

11. If VL = 240 V, Z^ = 20 Q resistor, Ip = 0.05 A, and N, =	 of part (c).

	

50, find the number of turns in the primary circuit of the 	 15. For the transformer in Fig. Z2.60, if the resistive load is
iron-core transfoi 

met 
in Fig. 22.58.	 replaced by an inductive reactance 

of 
20 11:

	

11 a. If Alp = 400, Ns = 1200, and V. ^ 100 V, find the mag-	 a. Determine the total reflected primary impedance.

	

nitude of 1p for the iron-core transformer in Fig. 22.58 if	 b. Calculate the primary current, I..

Z1, = 12 fl + i 12 D.	 c. Determine the voltage across R, and X,, and find the

	

b. Find (lie magnitude of the voltage I/j, and the current IL	reflected load.

	

for the conditions of part (a).	 d. Draw the fiffitior diagram.

	

P	 X,	 R,

+	 4 fl	 120	 20	 1 n	 e

120 V zoo

	

	 RL	 12 0 V,

gill

Ideal transf6mier

FIG. 22.60

Problem 14 through 16, 30. anei 31.



16. Repeat Pwblern 15 foracapacitive load having a reactance

of 20 fl.

SECTION 22.7 Frequency Con*iderations

17. Discuss in your ownwords the frequency charicteristics of

the transformer. Use the applicable equivalent circuit atid

frequency characteristics appearing in this chapter.

SECTION 22.8 Series Connection of Mutually

Coupled Coils

18. Determine the total inductance of the series coils in

Fig. 22.61.

_M11 =1 H

PROBLEMS,-.I 1 , 1027

SECTION 22.9 Air-Core Transformer

22. Determine the input impedance to the air-core transformer

in Fig. 22.65. Sketch the reflected primary network.

Rp	
k	 0.05	

R,

1000	 8 11	 2 H	 R	 20 11

FIG. 2,245

Problems 22 and 32.

L, = 4H 
I	

L2 = 7H	
'SECTION 22.10 Nameplate Data

	

FIG. 22.61	 23. An ideal transformer is rated 10 kVA^2400/120 V, 60 Hz.

	

Problem 18.	 a. Find the transformation ratio if the 120 V is the second-

ary voltage.

19. Determine the total inductance of the series coils in 	 b. Find the current rating of the secondary if the 120 V is

	

Fig. 22.62.	 the secondary voltage.

c. Find the current ratjng ofthe primary if the, 120 V is the

k--- 0.8	 secondary voltage.

d. Repeat parts (a) through (c) if the 2400 V is the,second-

ary voltage.

Lk 200 mH L^ 600 mH	

SECTION22.11 Types of Transformers
FIG. 22.62

	

Problem 19.	 24. Determine the primary and secondary voltages and currents

for the autotraniformer in Fig. 22.66.

20. Determine the total inductance of the : series coils in

Fig. 22.63.

M13 = 0.1 H

M0 = 0.2 H	 k'= I

	

L,	 2 H	 L,	 H	 L, 4 11

FIG. 22.63

Problem 20.

21. Write the mesh equations for the network in Fig. 22.64.

R,	 M12

+

E

FIG. 22.6i

Problem 2L

1,	 2A

+

E^

I

V, 200 V

+F, VL 4Q,V

FIG. 22.66
	 5

Problem 24.

SECTION 22.12 Tapped and Multiple-Load

Transformers

25. For the center-tapped transformer in Fig. 22.42, where Np

100,N,=25,Z,, = RZO-= 5flZO',andE, = 100VZO':

a. Determine the load voltage and current.

la. Find the impedance Zi.

c. Calculate the impedance Z112.



E,

FIG. 22.68

Problem 28.

N
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26. For the multiple-load transformer in Fig. 22.43, where Nj-

90, N2 = 15, N3 = 45, Z2 = R2 Z 0* = 8 fl Z 0' , Z3

RL Z 0* = 5 fl LO*, and E, = 60 V Z_0':

a. Determine the load voltages and currents.

b. Calculate Z1.

27. For the multiple-load transformer in Fig. 22.44, where N,

120, N2 = 40, N3 = 30, Z2 = R2 Z 0' = 12 [1 LO*, Z3

R3 LO' = 10 f1 LO*,,and E l = 120 V L60*:

a. Determine the load voltages and currents.

b. Calculate Z1.

SECTION 22.13 Networks with Magnetically

Coupled Coils

28. Write the mesh equations for the network of Fig. 22.67.

zi t—.

M 12	 L,

I +

	

-	

'1; "2

L2

FiG. 22.67

Problem 28.

29. Write the mesh equations for the network of Fig. 22.68.

SECTION 22.15 Computer Analysis

PSpIce or Multisirn

*30. Generate the schematic for the network in Fig. 22,60, and

find the voltage VL.

*31. Develop a technique using PSOice or Multisim to find the

input impedance at the source for the network in Fig. 22.60.

*32. Using a transformer from the library, find the load voltage for

the network in Fig. 22.65 for an applied voltage of 40 V Z 0.

GLOSSARY

Autotransformer A transformer w^h one winding common to

both the primary and the secondary circuits. A loss in-isola-

tion is balanced by the increase in its kilovolt-ampere rating.

Coefficient of coupling (k) A measure of the magnetic coupling of

two coils that ranges from a rmmmum of 0 to a maximum of 1.

Dot convention A technique for .labeling the effect of the mutual

inductance on a net inductance of a network or system.

Leakage flux The flux linking the coil that does not pass

through the ferromagnetic path ofthe magnetic circuit.

Loosely coupled A term applied to two coils that have a low co-

efficient of coupling.

Multiple-load transformek Transformers having more than a

single load connected to the secondary winding or windings.

Mutual inductance The inductance that exists between Magnet-

ically coupled coils of the same or different dimensions.

Nameplate data Information such as the kilovolt-ampere rating,

voltage transformation ratio, and frequency of application that

is of primary importance in choosing the proper transformer

for a particular application.

Primary The coil or winding to which the source of electrical

energy ishormally applied.

Reflected impedance Thi impedance appearing at the primary,

of a transformer due to a load connected to the secondary, Its

magnitude is controlled directly by the transformation ratio.

Secondary The coil or winding to which the load is nourially

applied.

Step-down transformer A transformer whose secondary volt-

age is less than its primary voltage. The transformation ratio a

is greater than I!

Step-up transformer A transformer whose secondary voltage is

greater than its primary voltage. The magnitude of the trans-

formation ratio a is less than 1.

Tapped transformer A transformer having an additional cornice-

tion between the terminals of [tie primary or secondary windings.

Transformation ratio (a) The ratio of primary to secondary

turns of a transformer.
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Ob*FcToye-, 
Become familiar with the operation of a three-
phase generator and the magnitude and phase
relationship connecting the three phase voltages.

Be able to calculate -the voltages and currents
for a three-phase Y-connected generator and
Y-connected load.

Understand theeignificance of the phase sequence
for the generated voltages of -a three-phase
Y-co ,nnected or A -connected generator

Be able to calculate the voltages and currents for
a three-phase A -connected generator and
A -connected load

Understand how to.valculate the real, reactive,
and apparent power to all the elements of a Y- or
A -connected load and be able to measure the
power to the load

23.1 INTRODWICTION

An 
ne generator designed to develop a sin gle sinusoidal voltage for each rotation of the shal't

(rotor) is referred to as a single-phase ac ;enerator. If the number of coils on the rotor is in-

creased in a specifled manner, the result is a polyphase ac generator, which develops mory

than one ac phase voltage per rotation of the rotor, In this chapter, the three-phase system i.^

discussed in detail since it is the system most frequently used for power transmission.

In general, three-phase systems are preferred over single-phase systems for the transmis-

sion of power for many reasons, including the following:

I . Thinner conductors can be used to transmit the 5ame kVA at the same voltage, which

reduces thiamount of copper,required (typically about 25% less) and in turn reduce^

construction and maintenance costs,

,2. The lighter lines are easier to install, and the supporting structures can be less-massivc

and farther apart.

3. Three-phase equipment and mot6rs have preferred running and starting characteristl^^

compared to single-phase systems because of a more even flow of power to the trans

ducer than can be delivered with a single-phase supply. ,

4. In -eneral, most larger motors are three phase because they are essentially self-starfing

and do not r4quire a special design or additional starting circuitry.

The fte6ency generated is determined by the number of poles on the rotor (the rotatiri^,

part of the generator) and the speed with which the shaft is turned. In the Mited States, Ili,

line frequency is 60 Hz, whereas in Europe the chosen standard is 50 Hz. Both frequencic',

were chosen primarily because they can be generated by a relatively efficient and stable nl,,

chanical design that is sensitive to the size of the generating systems and the demand th,

must be met during peak periods. On aircraft and ships, the demand levels permit the use ol

400 Hz ling frequency.

P

N&

'j,
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The t hree-phase system is used by almdst all commercial electric

generators. This does not mean that single-phase and two-phase generat-

'ing systems are obsolete. Most small emergency generators, such as the

gasoline type, are one-pbase generating systems, The two-phase system

is commonly used in servomechanisms, which are self-correcting con-

trol systems capable of detecting and adjusting their own operation. Ser-

v

I 
onnechanisms are used in ships and aircraft to keep them on course

automatically, or, in simpler devices such as a thermostati& circuit, to

regulate heat outpu4. In many cases, however, where single-phase and

two-phase inputs are required, they are supplied by one and two phases

of a three-phase generating system rather than generated independently.

The number of phase voltages that can be produced by a polyphase
generator is not limited to three; Any number of phases can be obtained

by spacing the windings for each phase, at the proper angular position

around the Stator. Some electrical systems operate morq efficiently if

more than three phases are used. One such system involves the process

of rectification, which is used to convert an alternating output to one

havirrg an average, or dc, value. The greater the number of phases, the

smoother is the & output of the system.

-23.12 THREE-PHASE GENERATOR

The three-phase generator in Fig. 23.1(a) has three induction coils

placed 120' apart on the stator, as shown symbolically by Fig. 23. 1 (b).
'Since the three coils have an equal number oftums, and each coil rotates

with the same angular velocity, the voltage induced across each coil has

the same peak value, shape, and frequency. As the shift of the generator

is turned by sorrie external means, the induced voltages eAN, eBv, and eCN
are generated simultaneously, , as shown in Fig. 23.2*Note the 120,

phase shift between waveforms and the similarities in appearance of the
three simisoidal functions.

A +

'A'

r20o

N	 7

O' ,̂N

C +	 B
^20-

(b)

N

A

- (a)

I 
FIG. 23.1

(a) Three-phase generator; (b) induced voltages ofa three-phase generator

In particular, note that

at any instant offinie, the algebraic sunt ofthe three phase voltages

ofa three-phase generator is zero.

This is shown at wt = 0 in Fig. 23.2, 'where it is also evident that when
one induced voltage is ze ro, the other two are 86.6% of their positive or

negative maximums, In addition, when any two are equal in magnitude

N
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FIG. 23.2

Phase volta8es ofa three-phase generator

and sign (at 0.5E.), the remaining induced voltage has the opposite'po-

larity and a peak value.

The respective sinusoidal expressions for the induced voltages in Fig.

23.2 are

eAN,= E^(AMsinwt

eBN z- E,(pN) sin(wt — 120')	 (23.1)

eCN = E,^CN) sin(&)t — 240')	 E^(CV) sin(jwt + 120*)

The phasor diagram of the induced voltages is shown in Fig. 23.3,

where the effective value of each is determined by

EAAf = 0.707E^(AN)

EBA, = 0.707E^(.&N)

EeN = 0.707E.(CM

and

	

	 EAN = EAN /-Oo

EBN = EBN Z — 12,0

ECN = ECN Z + 120'

By rearranging the phasors as shown in Fig. 23.4 and applying a law

vectors that states that the vector sum ofany number oftectors drawn

such that the "head " ofone is connected to the "tail " ofthe next and the,

head of the Iasi vector is connected to the tail of the first i
. 
s zero, we can

conclude that the phasor sum of the phase voltages in a three-phase sys-

tem is zero. That is,

E^,, + EB, + E,, = 0	 (23.2)

\E cy

120,

120o

EANI	
'e

^120'

/E 8,N

FIG. 23.3

Phasor diagramfor the phase voltages ofa

three-phase generator

EAN

V

ECN E,,

FIG. 23.4

Demonstrating that ihe vector sum ofthe phase

voltages ofa rhree^ phase generator is zero.

23.3 Y-CONNECTED GENERATOR

If the three terminals denoted N in Fig. 23.1(b) are connected together,

the generator is referred to as a Y-connected three-phase generator

(Fig. 23.5). As indicated in Fig. 23.5, theY is inverted for ease ofnotation
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A

IL

EA

L

N	 Neut,111	 0----------- ----- 
A

E,	 1119

ES,
C
,r^^

	

+	 B	 Line	 ^w :,r

Line

"M

C	 FIG. 23.5

Y-connected generator.

	

E,,	 and for clarity. The point at which all the terminals are connected is called

EC, the neutral p6int. If a conductor is not attached from this point to the load,

the system is calledma Y-connected,, three-phase, three-wire generator. If

the,neutral is connected, the system iT a Y-connected, three-phase, four-

N hAtv (phase voltage	 wire generator. The function of the nejjtral will be discussed in detail

	

EBC >ECAS 	

A wh n we consider the load circuit.-

	

+	
he three conductors connected from A, B, and C to the load are called

lines. For the Y-connected system, it should be obvious from Fig. 23.5

EBN	

E., (line voltage)	
that the line current equals the phase current for each phase; that is, .

(23.3)

B	 whereO is used to denote a phase quantity, and g is a generator parameter.

The voltage from Ae line to another is called a line voltage. On the
FIG. 23,6	 phasor diagram (Fig. 23.6), it is the pha' sor drawn from the end of one

	

Line and phase voltages of the Y-connected 	 phase to another in the counterclockwise direction.
three-phase generator 	

Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law around the indicated loop in Fig.

23.6, we obtain

EAB — EAN + EBN = 0
EASE,,	

x	
or	 EAB = EAN — EBN'= EAN + ENB

a 600 ENS
The phasor diagram ,is redrawn to find EAB as shown in Fig. 23.7. Since

each phase voltage, when reversed (ENB), bisects the other two, a = 66'.

120^	

OL x	 30'	
The angle jG is 30' since a line drawn from opposite ends of a rhombu 

I 
s

)	
divides in half both the angle of origin and the opposite angle. Lines

120'	
drawn between opposite corners of a rhombus also bisect each other at

right angles.

EBN	
The length x is

V3
EAN cos 30*	 2 EAk

FIG. 23.7

	Determining a line volthgefor a three-phase 	 'and	 EAB 2x (2) ^f3 EAN N/3EA
generator	 N^2
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Notin g from the phasor diagram that 0 Of EAit	 30', we obtain the

result

_kAN L 30'E.,B = EA, Z-30' V3

and	 E, = N13ECNZ-150*

E C = V3_E8,v.L270*

In words, the m4gaiWe ofthe line voltage of a Y-connected generator is

N/-3 ti^;s the^ phase voltage:

(23.4)

with the phase angle between any line voltage and the nearest -phase

voltage at 30'.

In sinusoidal notation,

eA' = N/2-EAB sin (a)t + ^30')

eeA = A/2-ECA sin (wt + 150*)

and	 e,3c = N/-2EBC sin (wr + 270.)

The phasor diagram of the line and phase 'voltages is shown in Fig, 23.8.

If the phasors representing the line voltages in Fig. 23.8(a) are re-

arranged slightly, they,will form a closed loop [Fig. 23.8(b)l. Therefore,

we can conclude that the sum of the line voltages is also;zero; that is,

^EAB + ECA + EBC + 0]	 (23.5)

ECN
EAH

ECA	

E 

CN	

E

30'
120'	

30* ECA

0

120'
EAV

I

120t

20*
ESC

E,, 30'

>EAB

C

(b)

(a)	
Ec,	 Fixed point P

FIG. 23.8

(a) Phasordiagram ofthe line andphase voltages ofa 11tree-phase,generator; 	
EAN

fb) demonstrating that the vector sum of the line voltages ffa

three-phase system is zero. 	
)'ot2tion	

A.

23.4 PHASE SEQUENCE

(Y-CONNECTED GENERATOR)

The phase sequefice can be determined by the order in which the	 B
phasors representing the phase voltages pass through.a fixed point on

the phasor diagram if the phasorsare rotated in a counterclockwise 	 FIG. 23,9

direction. For example, in Fig. 23.9 the phase sequence is ABC.	 Determining Jhe phase .sequencefr^m the phase

However, since the fixed point can be chosen anywhere on the phasor	 voltages ofa three-phase generator
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C diagram, the sequence can also be written as BCA or CAB. The phase

sequence is quite important in the three-phase distribution of power.

In a three-phase motor, for example, if two phase voltagqs are inter-

changed, the sequence will change, and the direction of rotation of
ECA	 P	 the motor will be rever sed. Other effects will be described when we

consider the loaded three-phase system,

EIA	

EAS	 The phase sequence can also be described in terms of the line volt-

ages. Drawing the line voltages on a phasor diagram in Fig. 23. 10, we

)Rotation	 are able to determine the phase sequence by again rotating the phasors

in the counterclockwise direction. In this case, however, the seque^ce
EB^ can be determined by noting the order of the passing first or second

subscripts. In the system in Fig. 23.10, for example, the phase se-

quence of the first subscripts passing point P is ABC, and the phase se-

B	
querLce of . the second subscripts is BCA. But we know that BCA is

equivalent to ABC, so the sequence is the same for each- Note that the

FIG. 23,10	 phase sequence is the same as that of the phase voltages described in

	

Petermining the phase sequencefrom the line	 Fig. 23.9.

voltages ofa three-phase generator I,- If the sequence is given, the phasor diagram can be drawn by simply

picking a reference voltage, placing it on the reference axis, and then

drawing the other voltages at the proper angular position. For a se-

quence of ACB, for example, we might choose EAB to be the reference

[Fig. 23.1 l(a)] if we wanted the phasor diagram of the line voltages, or

EA v for the phase voltages [Fig. 23.11 (b)]. For the sequence indicated,

the phasor diagrams would be as in Fig. 23.11. In phasor notation,

Line	
EAB = ÊAtt Z-00
	 (reference)

voltages 
ECA = CA L— 

1 20^

EBC = EBC L + 120'

EAN = EAN Z-O*	 (reference)

Phase	
tcN = EcIv L — 1200

voltages
IE,, = EBN L + 120'

B

ACB	 ACB
EEBC	 E,,	 P

4

BC

EA^	 A
EA1	 EA)l

ECA	 E XC,

C	
^c

	(a)	 (b)

FIG. 23.11

Drawing the phasor diagrarnfrom the phase sequence.

A
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23.5 Y-CONNECTED GENERATOR WITH

A -CONNECTED LOADY

Loads connected to three-phase supplies are of two types: the Y and the

-connected load is connected to a Y-connected generator, theA. If a Y

system is symbolically represented by Y-Y. The physical setup of such a

system is shown in fig. 23.12.

A

10L

+

109	 EO	
EL	 V" Z,

IN

N

+ E,
	

L	 Z3	 Z2	 10LC	
F, +	

B	 VO	 V, +
	 b

IL C'

EL

FIG^ 23.12

Y-cbnhected generator with a Y-connected load,

If the load is balanced, the neutral connection,can be removed with-

out affecting the circuit in any manner; that is, if

Z I = Z2 = Z3

then IN will be zero. (This will be demonstrated in Example 23. 1.) Note

that in order to have a balanced load, the phase angle must also be the

same for each impedance—a condition that was unnecessary in dc 6ir-

cuits when we considered balanced systems.

In practice, if a factory, for example, had only balanced, three-phase

loads, the absence of the^ neutral would have no effect since, ideally, the

system would always be balanced. The cost would therefore be less

since the number of required conductors would be reduced. Howeve ' r

lighting and most other electrical equipment use only one of the phase

voltages, and even if the loading is designed to be balanced (as it should

be), there is never perfect continuous balancing since lights and other

electrical equipment are turned on and off, upsetting the balanced tondi-

tion. The neutral istherefore necessary to carry the resulting current

away from the load and back to the Y-connectdd generator. This is

demonstrated when we consider unbalanced Y-connected systems.

We shall now examine thefour-wire KY-connected system. The cur-

rent passing through each phase of the generator is the same as its corre-

sponding line current, which in turn for a Y-connected load is equal to

the current in the phase of the load to whiph it is attached:

(23.6)

For a balanced or an unbalanced load, since the generator and load

have a common neutral point, then

E,,	 (23.7)
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In addition, since IOL = VO/Zj, the magnitude of the current in each

phase is equal for a balanced load and unequal for an unbalanced load.

Recall that for the Y-copnected generator, the magnitude of the line volt-

age is equal to V3_ times the phase voltage. This same relationship can

be applied to a balanced or an unbalanced four-wire Y-connected load:

E, = V-3 Vol	 (23.8)

For a voltage drop across a load element, the, first subscript refers to

that terminal through which the current enters the load element, and the

second subscript refers to the terminal from which the current leaves. In

other words, the first subscript is, by definition, positive with respect to
the second for a voltage drop. Note Fig. 23,13, in which the standard dou-

ble subscripts for a source of voltage and a voltage drop are indicate d.

EXAMPLE 23.1 The phase sequebee ofthe -Y-connected generator in
Fig. 23.13 is ABC

a. Find the phase angles 02 and 03.

b. Find the magnitude of the line voltages.

c. Find the line currents.

d. Verify that, since the load is balanced, IN = 0-

I I I POLYPHASE SYSTEMS

W

120 V 40	 EAR	

1_1	 311+

V..

B
411	

Balanced
V	

'o.

-	 load

V 	

4 D 

V

4 D Vb,
120 V L02	 v-

+	 3 0	 4 Q	 3 0
EBIV	 CA	

+	
+

B	 18b	 b

FIG. 23.13

Exampl,,^3. 1.

Solutions:

a. For an ABC phase sequence

	

02 = —120'	 and	 03 + 1201

b. EL N/3EO = (1.73)(120 V) 208 V. Therefore,

EA 'B E8c ECA 208 V

c. V,6 E,6 . Therefore,

V.n FIAN	 Vb^ EBv Vc,, Ecjv

	Va^ 	 12Q V LO*	 120 V LG*

Zn^ 30 +j4fl 5 0 L53.13

24 A L — 53.43o
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b ^120 V Z — 120*
Ib. 

Z'. 73 D L53.13*	
24 A L — 173.13*

Icn Im 12 ' 0 V L + 120	
24 A L66.87'

Z,	 5 fi /-53.13-

and, since IL IOL,

I,, = I^ = 74 A L — 53.13-

1,, = Ib, = 24 A	 173.13'

Icc = I, = 24 A Z-66.87'

d, Applying Kirchhoff's current .law, we have

IN 1'. + I, + Icc,

In rectangular form,

1,^ = 24 A —53.13 - = 14.40 A — j 19.20 A

IBb = 24 A 173.13' = 22.83 A — j 2.87 A

1, = 24 A 466,87? = 9.43 A + j 22.07 A

2%^ + 'Bb + Cc)	 0 + j 0

and IN is in fact equals to zero, as required for a balanced load.

23.6 Y-A SYSTEM

There is no neutral connection ,for the Y- A system in Fig. 23.14. Any

variation in the impedance of a phase that produces an unbalanced sys-

tem simply varies the line and phase currents of the system.

For a balanced load,

FZ ^Z2 Z^3	 (23.9)

The voltage across each phase of the load 
is 

equal to the line voltage

of the generator for a balanced or an unbalanced load:

(23.10)

A	 a

+	
+

lol	 E,	
V,	 V,

EL EL	 Z3	 Z'

N

149	 E,

C	 + Eo
	

los	
'oL	

Z2B	
b

EL	V,	 +

FIG. 23.14

Y-connected generator with a A-connected load
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The relationship between the line currents and phase currents of a

balanced A load can be found using an approach very similar to that

used in Section 23.3 to find the relationship between the line voltages

and phase voltages of a Y-connected generator. For this case, however,

Kirchhoff's current law is used instead of Kirchhoff's voltage law.

The result is

(23.11)

and the phase angle between a line current and the nearest phase current

is 301. A more detailed discussion of this relationship , between the line

and phase currents of a A-connected'systern can be found in Section 23.7.

For a balanced load, the line currents will be equal in magnitude, as

will the phase currents.

EXAMPLE 23.2 For the three-phase system in Fig. 23;15:

a. Find the phase angles 02 and 03-

b. Find the current in each phase of the load.

c. Find the magnitude of the line currents.

a

	

A 

___7_7A 	 6fl	 + X, 8n

FAB 150VZO*	
Vc,	 V.b

3-phase, 3-wire, 	 1c,	 1^h

FAB a

	

Y-connected generator 	 XL = 8 a
	Phase sequence: ABC	 R = 6D

1 ^0 V

E CIA 150 V Z 03	 + 
R 6fl Ibc XL = 8 0

c	 b

	

B	
I_B̂

	

1c,	 -	 Vbc	 +

C

EBC 150 V Z 02

FIG. 23.15

Example 23.2.

Solutions:

a. For an ABC sequence,

	

02 = -120*	and	 03 + 12W

b. VO EL. Therefore,

V.b = EAB	 Vc. E CA	 Vb, EBc

The phase currents are

150 V z 0.	 150 V LO'	
Z -53.13'Iab

Zab 60 +j811 10 D L53.13o

Vbc	 150 V Z - 120'
15 A L - 173.13'

zbc	 10 fl L53.13o

V. 150 V L + 120o
Ica	 15 A L66.871

Zca	 10 n L53.13o
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c. IL	 (1,73)(15 A)	 25.95 A. Therefore,

IA. IBb Icc 25.95 A

23.7 A-CONNECTED GENERATOR

If we rearrange the coil; of the generator it? Fig. 23.16(a) as shown in

Fig. 23.16(b), the system is referred to as a three-phase, three-wire, A-

connected ac generator. In this system, the phase and line voltages are

equivalent and equal to the voltage induced across each coil of the gen-

erator-, that is,

EAB = EAN and eA2V = N/2—EAN sin wt	 Phase

EBC = EaN and eBN = V2EBN Sin (Wt — 120') sequence

ECA = ECN and ecN = N/-2ECN sin(wt + 120*) ABC

or	 FE7:= E7,,,,	 (23.12)

A	 AA

+	
1BA	 'M
+

+	
EABeAN	 Ec,

Fcv EAN+	 Load

	

N	 +
N	

1AC	 E N +

	

C	

,	

B
EBC + 1CB

+

	(a)	 (b)

FIG. 23.16

A-connected generator.

Note that only one voltage (magnitude) is ttvailable instead of the two

availablein the Y-connected system.

Unlike the line current for the Y-connected generator, the line current-

for the A-connected system is not equal to the phase current, The rela-

tionship between the two can be found by applying Kirchhoff's current

law at one of the nodes and solving for the line current in terms of the

phase currents; that is, at node A,

IBA ^ IAy + IAC

or	 IA. = IN — IAC IBA + ICA

The phasor diagram is shown in Fig. 23.17 for a balanced load.

Using the same procedure to find the line current as was used to find

the line voltage of a Y-connected generator produces the following:

IA^ = V3_1BA Z —30*

1Bb = V3ICB L — 150*

IC, = V3_1AC L90'

In general,

(23.13)
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0

'A.	 11.

FIG. 23.17

Determining a line currentfrom the phase currents ofa

. A-connected, three-phase generator.

ri

FIG. 23.18

The phasor diagram ofthe currents ofa

three-phase, A-connected generator

with the phase angle between a line current and the nearest phase current

at 309 . The phasor diagram of the currents is shown in Fig. 23.18.

Just as for the voltages of a Y-connected generator, the phasor sum of

the line currents or phase currents for A-connected systems with bal-

anced loads is zero.

23.8 PHASE SEQUENCE (A-CONNECTED
	Rotation	 GENERATOR)P

XECA	

Even though the line and phase voltages of a A-connected system are the

P

EAB same, it is standard practice to describe the phase sequence in terms of

the line voltages. The method used is the same as that described for the

line voltages of the .Y-connected generator. For example, the phasor dia-

Phase sequence: ABC 
gram of the line voltages for a phase sequence ABC is shown in Fig,

23.19. In drawing such a diagram, one must take care to have the se-

quence of the first and second subscripts the same. In phasor notation,
Esc

FIG. 23.19	
EAB EAB 1^

' 

0'

Determining thephase sequencefora A-connected, 	
EBC EjC Z — 120'

three-phase generator.	 ECA ECA / 120*

23.9 A .-A, A-Y THREE-PHASE SYSTEMS

The basic equations necessary to analyze either of the two systems (A- A,

A-Y) have been presented in this chapter. Following are two descriptive

examples, one with a A -connected load, and one ,with a Y-connected load.

EXAMPLE 23.3 For the A-A system shown in Fig. 23-20:

a. Find the phase angles 02 and 03 for the specified phase sequence:

b. Find the current in each phase of the load.,

c. Find the magnitude of the , line currents.
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!A-

A.

EAB 120 V Z 0*	
I.b

Vb

V.

5 n	 5 f)

-wire	ac generatqr	 +
phase^sequence: ACB

ECA	 120 V Z 63	 Ica

—I- 
b

5 0

	

B	
VbC	 +

C

IC,
C

ESC 120 V Z 6,

FIG. 23.20
Example 23.3: A-A system.

Solutions:

a. For an ACB phase sequence,

02 120'	 and	 03	 120*

b. VO EL. Therefore,

V.b = EAg	 V^. ECA' , Vbc EDC

The phase currents are

%b	 120 V L06 	 120 V LO*

I b - — (5 fl LO')(5 fl L-90.) 25 Q L — 90'Z^b

5 a — j 5 a	 7.071 L-450

120 V LO'
33.9 A /_45*

0 L —45*

Vbc-	 120 V L l20'

— — 
= 33.9 A Z 1651Ibc	 T54 0 L-45'

Vc, 120 V L — 120'

	

Ica — 
=	 — = 33.9 A L-75'

Z, 3.54 f1'L —45

c. IL NF310 (1.73)(34 A) = 58.82 A. Therefore,

IA. 11b ICc 58.82 A

EXAMPLE 23.4 For the A-Y system shown in Fig. 23.21:

a. Find the voltage across each phase of the load.

b. Find the magnitude of the- line voltages.

Solutions.

a. 1,6L	 IL. Therefore,

1^^ = IA^ = 2 A LOO

1b. = Isb = 2 A Z — 120'

1'^ = IC, = 2-A L'i20'
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A

IA. -2A—/O'
8 fl

V-

611

V,n

6 fl

3-phase, 3-wire	 EA9	 n
A-connected generator	 ECA	

6 fl	 6 IfalPhase sequence:
ABC	 8 D

V

Vc"	 V^n	 'b

V-	 bdI

	

1Bb	 C	

+

	2 A Z —120*	
+ b

ERC

	

C 7	 1C, - 2 A Z 120-

FIG. 23.21

Example 23.4: A.-Ysystem.

The phase voltages are

Van = 1.nZ.n = (2 A LO' )(10 (I Z — 53.13 ') 20 V L-53.13'

Vbn = lb,Zb, = (2 A L— 120' )(10 0 L - 53.13 ' ) = 20 V L-173.13*

VIn = Ic,,Z,, = (2 A L 120 ' )(10 il L -53.13 - ) = 20 V L66.87-

b. EL NAVO (1.73)(20 V) = 34.6 V. Therefore,

EBA ECB EAC 34.6 V

23.10 POWER

Y-Connected Balanced Load

Please refer to Fig. 23.22 for the folloWing discussion.

a

1 
01 Z V0 Z R ±jX

E,

n

VO	 V0

	

+	 z	 z +

	

IL	 C	 0	 b

EL

FIG. 23.22
Y-connected balanced load.
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Average Power The average power delivered to each phase can be

determined by

VaR

	

PO,= Vol'i Cos	 AOR,,	 (watts, W) (23.14)
Ro

where do indicates that 0 is the phase angle between V0 and

The total power delivered can be determined by Eq. (23.15) or E4.

(23.16):

	

M	 (23.15)

E"or, since	
VO N/_3	

and	 10 IL

then	 PT 3 EL- IL COS 
OIVIIO

N/3

But	
3	 -vr3	 3 N/3- V3-

N/3-	 VJ NF3	 3

Therefore,

PT 113ELIL ^,s 0,vO ^=	 (23.16.^

	

3I,R,,	 M

Reactive Power The reactive power of each phase (in volt-amperes

reactive) is

Vol

	

QO 
V0,1,s sin OVO 1,2bX0 

XO	

(VAR)	 (23.17)

The total reactive power of the load is

FQ;7 3 Q70	 (VAR)	 (23.18)

or, proceeding in the same manner as above, we have

Qj NIJELIL si	 (VAR)	 (23.19)

ApparentPower The apparent power of each phase is

P;^VOIII	
(VA)	 (23.20)

The total apparent power of the load is

	

[
_^77	 (23.21)T, 3SO (VA)

or, as before,

IS
V3

	

,	 (VA)	 (23.22)
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PowdrFeictor The power factor of the system is given by

Fp PT cos 61v#	 ing o(lead	 r lagging)	 (23.23)
ST

EXAMPLE 23.5 For the Y-connected load in Pig. 23.23:

a

+
RR 3 il

3 " +

4 
1 

V,

E, 173,2 V LO' X
L 4 ^fl

L+ 1 ^2
1711	 ?0*	 n j-EL	 11 +1:	 XL = 4 fl	 X, 4 fl

V	
V6

V,
0	 + 45) 

:^+

+	 +

'= 3 -11,
	 "1 0 =	

I

R	 fl R 3fl

3.2 V L - 12W

FIG. 23.23
Example 23.5.

a. Find the average power to each phase and the total load.

b. Determine the reactive power to each phase and the total reactive

power.

c. Find the apparent power to each phase and the total apparent power.

d. Find the power factor of the load.

Solutions:

a. The average power'is

vP,6 = V010 cos 01,^' = (100 V)(20 A) cos 53.13' (2000)(0.6)

= 1200 W

pl^ 120R,, = (20 A)2(3 fl) = (400)(3) = 1200 W

VRI (60 V)2 3600 = 
1200 WPO — = — —RO	 3 fl	 3

PT, 3Pk (3)(1200 W) 3600 W

or

PT %I-3ELIL cos 61vo (1.732)(173.2 V)(20 , A)(0.6) 3600 W

b. The reactive powet is

vQ,6 = V,#10 sin 01,,, 	(100 V)(20 A) sin 53.13* 	(2000)(0.8)

= 1600 VAR

or Q0 = I;X,, (20 A )2 (4 fl) = (400)(4) = 1600 VAR

Qr = 3Q, (3)(11600 VAR) = 4800 VAR

or

vELIL sin 01,1 (1.732)(173.2 V)(20 A)(0.8) 4800 VAR=V3
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c. apparent power is

So = volo (100 V) (20 A) 2000 VA

S, = ko (3)(2000 VA) = 6000 VA

5.1	

Or 
ST %13-EI, = (1.732)(173.2 V)(20 A) = 6000 VA

d.The powerfactor is

Fp	
3600 W 

0.6 laggin
ST 6000. VA	

g

A-Connected Balanced Load

Please refer to Fig. 23.24 for the following discussion.

+

+ V1,

V14 z	 z VO z Ro ixft

EL	+
E	

+

z

-T

	

	 V"	 +EL

FIG. 23.24
A -connected balanced load

Average Power

P0 V010 cos OV.O	M	 (23.24)
Ro

FT7773P0	 (W)	 (23.25)

Reactive Power

V,2

QO V010 sin 01VO

	

	 (VAR)	 (23.26)
XO

[Q7; 3Qk]	 (VAR)	 (23.27)

Apparent Power

FS;'^= V,,t,,	 (VA)	 (23.28)

Introductory, C.- 67A,

J,
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ST 3SO V3	 (VA)	 (23.29)

Power Factor

P,
F,, ^ TT j	 (23.30)

EXAMPLE 23.6 For the A-Y connected load in Fig. 23.25, find the
total average, reactive, and apparent power. in addition, find the power
factor of the load.

6 fl	
4	

8 fl
4

6 f'

3 n
EL 200 V Z Oo	 8n	 60

E, 200 V Z +120'

40	 4 ft
fal 3fj

6ft 8f)

EL 200 V Z - 1 20'

FIG. 23.25
Example 2j.6.

Solution: Consider the A and Y separately.

For the A:

Z,% 6 il — j 8 fl	 10 D z —53.13-

EL 200 V
10	 - --	 20AZ'j	 lon

PT,,	 (3)(20 A )2 (6 fl) = 7200 W

QT, = 31^X,, = (3)(20 A) '(8 n) = 9600 VAft (C),

ST4 — 3 V01,6 = (3)(200 V)(20 A) 12,000 VA

F^r the Y:

Zy 4fl +j3 fl 5 D L36,870

ELI	 200 V/,N/3
-	

116 V 
23.12 A

ZY	 5 0	 5 Q

P7.,	 31;R4, 	 (3)(23,12 A) 2(14 n) = 1 6414.41 W

^T, 3 A,, X,, (3)(23.12 A )2 (3 a) = 4810.81 VAR,(L)

ST, 3 VO 10 (3)(116 V)(23.12 Al 8045.176 VA

Introductuy, C, 67B
6^
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For the total load:

PT = PT, + Pr, 7200 W + 64,14.41 W 13,614.41 W

QT = QTa - QT, 9600 VAR ^C) -4810.81 VAR (1)

= 4789.19 VAR (C)

S, VA, + Q', = \/(13^614.41 W^ + (4789+19 VAR)'
14,432.2 VA

13,614.41 W

	

Fp	
T_ 

= 
0.943 leading

4,432 20 VA -

EXAMPLE 23.7 Each transmission line of the three-wire, three-phase

system in Fig. 23.26 has an impedance of 15 il + t20 fl. The systemde-
livers a total power of 160 kW at 12,000 V to.a balanced three-phase

load with a lagging power factor of 0.86.

15 0	 20 In

Zl-= Z 2 Z3 Z'

N	 EAB	 12 kV

Z,	 Z,

B	 15 fl	 20'fl	 C
------- ------

15n	 20 f)

FIG. 23.26

Example 23.7.

a. Determine the. magnitude of t^e line voltage EAB of the generator.
b. Find the power factor of the total load applied to the generator.'

c. What is the efficiency of the system?

Solutions:

	

V,	 12,000 V
a. V0 (load) , = 7 = -- = 6936.42 V

	

3	 1.73

PT (load) 3 Volk cos 0

4	 and

160,000 W.

	

3 V,, Cos 0	 3(6936.42 V)(0.86)
&94 A

Since 0 = cos - ' 0.86 = 30.68', assigning V,^ an angle ofO' or Vo

V^s LO', a lagging power factor results in

I0 = 8.94 A L - 30.680

For each,phase, the system will appear as shown in Fig., 23.27,

where

E^N - 10 Zhm Vo 0
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A	
It.	 15 n	 200

8.94 A Z -30.68'

+	 +

EAN	 ZI V4

FIG. 23.27

The loading on each phase of the system in Fig. 23.26.

or

EAN = ll bZlm + VO
= (8.94 A /_ — 30-68')(25 fl L53.13') + 6936.42 V Z 0-

= 223.5 V Z 22.45 o + 6936.42 V LOo

= 206.56 V + j 85.35 V + 6936.42 V

= 7142.98 V + j 85.35 V

= 7143.5 V LO.68'

Then	 EA, = OE,,g (1.73)(7143.5 V)

= 12,358.26 V

b. PT = Pl.ad + p1j..
= 160 kW + 3(1L)'Rjj.,

= 160 kW + 3(8.94 A)215

= 160,000 W + 3596.55 W

= 163,596.55 W

and	 PT V3 VJL 
COS OT

PT	 163,596.55 W
or	 COS OT 

73 V, 1,	 (1.73)(12,358.26 V)(8.94 A)

and	 FP = 0.856 < 0.86 of load

	

P,	 P^	 160 kW

	

C. 71 
Pj	P^ + Pjo.^^	 160 kW + 3596.55 W 

0.978

97.8%

23.11 THREE-WATTMETER METHOD

The power delivered to a balanced 
or 

an unbalanced four-wire,

Y-connected load can be found by the three-wattmeter method, that is,

by using three wattmeters in the manner shown 
in 

Fig. 23:28. Each

wattmeter measures the po%yer delivered to each phase. The potential

coil of each wattmeter is connected parallel with the load, while the cur

rent coil is 
in series with the load. The total average power of the system

can be fo , Lind by summing the three wattmeter readings; that is,

PTY P1 + P2 
+ ^11	

(23.31)

For the load -tbalanced or unbalanced), the wattmeters are' , connected as

shown in Fig. 23.29. The total power is again the sum of the three

wattmeter readings:

^T, P1 + P2 + ^3]	 (23.32)

&
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+	 Line	 a

P, cc,

PC,	
Line	 a

Z,	 P,

cc,

Neutmi,	 PC^	 PC,

Z,	 Z,

PC2

P'C' P

P2 
cc,	

+ Line	 c	

Z,	 Z2	 P,	
PC2 +

t

	

+	
CC3

	

PC3	 Line	
Z,	 b

CC3	 + Line

CC2P3	 Line

	

FIG. 23.28	 FIG. 23.29

	

Three-wattmeter methodfor a Y-connected load. 	 Three-waftmeter methodfor a A -connected load.

If in either of Rie qases just deVribed the load is balanced, the power

delivered to each phase will be the same. The total power is then just

three times anyone wattmeter reading.

	

23.12 TWO-WATTMETER METHOD	 +
Line

CPI.

	The power delivered to a three-phase, three-wire, A- or Y-connected, bal- 	 P,	
ccl	

t

anced'or unbalanced local can be found using only two wattmeters if the PC

proper connection is emploved and if the wattmeter readings are inter-

preted properly. The basic connections of t^is two-wattmeter method

	

are shown in Fig., 23.30: One end of each potential coil is connected to 	 Line	 -A- or Y-
connected

	

the same line. The current coils are then placed 
in 

the remaining lines.	 load

The connection shown in Fig. 23.31 also satisfies the requirements. A

third hookup-is also possible, but this is left to the reader as an exercise.
PC2	 L

	

The total power delivered to the load is the algebraic sum of the two 	
CCi

	

wattmeter readings. For a bal^nced load, we now consider two methods	 P2	 Line

	

'of determining whether the total power is the sum or the difference of 	 +
the two wattmeter readings. The first method to be described requires

FIG. 23.30

	

Line	
Two-wattmeter ineth.

odfor a A- or a

a	 Y-connecied load.

PC,

P, cc,
	

+	 Line	 A- or Y-
connected

	

+	 load

PC,	
c

P cc,
2 —A	 + Line

-Ib

FIG. 23.31

A Iternative hoinkup for the two-wattmeter

method.
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7

P"P^-1.0 -0.75 -0.5 --0.25 	 0	 +0.25 +0.5 +1.71 ...1

pr ph - P1	 -P,=P"Ph

FIG. 23.32
Determining whether the readings obtained using the two-wattmeter method

should be added or subtracted

that we know Qr are able to find the power factor (leading or lagging) of

any one phase of the load. When this information has been obtained, it

can be applied directly to the curve in Fig. 23.32.
curve in Fig. 23.32 is a plot of the powertactor of the Io4 (phase)

versus the ratio PjlPh, where P, and Ph are the magnitudes of the lower- and

higher-reading wittmeters, respectively. Note that for a power factor (lead-

ing or lagging) greater than 0.5, the ratio has a positive value. This indicates
that both wattmeters are reading positive, and the total power is the sum of

the two wattmeter readings: that is, PT = P, + Ph. For a power factor less
than 0.5 (leading or lagging), the ratio h, as a negative value. TWs indicates
that the smaller-reading wattmeter is reading negative, and the total power

is the difference of the two wattmeter readings; that is, PT = Ph — Pl-,
A closer examination reveals that, when the power factor is I

(cos 0' = 1), corresponding to a purely resistive load, Pt/Ph = I or P,
Ph, and both wattmeters h0e the same wattage indication. At a power

factor equal to 0 (cos 90' = 0), corresponding to a purely reattive load,

Pt/Ph = — I or P, = — Ph, and both wattmeters again have the same

wattage indication but. with opposite signs. The transition from a nega-

tive to a positive ratio occurs when the power factor of the load is 0.5 or
0 = Cos - 1 0.5 = 60'. At this power factor, Pj1Ph = 0, so that P, = 0,
while Ph reads the total power delivered to the load.

The second method for determining whether the total power is the

sum or difference of the two wattmeter readings involves a simple labo-

ratory test.,For the test to,be applied, both wattmeters must first have an

up-scale deflection. Ifone of the wattmeters has a below-zero indication,

an.up-scale deflection can be obtained by simply reversing the leads of
the current coil of the wattmeter. To perform the test:0

L , Take notice of which line does not have a current coil sensing the
line current.

2. For the lower-reading, wattmeter, disconnect the lead of the po-

tential coil connected to the line without the current coil.

3. Take the disconnected l6ad of the lower-reading wattmeter's po-

tential coil, and touch a connection point on the line that has the

current coil of the higher-reading wattmeter.

4. If the pointer deflects downward (below zero watts), the wattage

-reading wattmeter should be subtractedreading of the lower

from tha&of the higher-reading wattmeter. Otherwise, the read-

ings should be added.

0
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For a balanced system, since,

PT Aph ± P, V3ELIL. COS 01o#

the power factor of the load (phase) can be found from the wattmeter

readings and the magnitude ot the line vo tage an cu

V" PLt Pj	 (23.33)FF^p =̂ c o S 0 ^.-
^VNFLIL

EXAMPLE 23.8 For the unbalanced A-connected load in Fig. 
23-33

with two properly connected wattmeters:

	

+	 'A^	 a
,jA	

t	 xc

W	
12 fl	 Ion

EAB 208 V Z 0*	
R3	 1211	

R,

I	 R2	 1h,	 XL

ECA = 208 V Z 110'	 C	 b

20 n

B

EBC 208 V Z — 120' 
W 

2	 lec
Ij

FIG. 23.33
Exahiple 23.8.

a. Determine the magnitude and angle of the phase currents.

b. Calculate the magnitude and angle of the line currents.

c. Determine the power reading of each wattmeter.

d. Calculate the total power absorbed by the load.

e. Compare the result of part (d) with the total power calculated using

the phase currents and the resistive elements.

Solutions:

Vab EAB 208 V LOo 
= 20.8 A LO*a. Lb = 

Zb 
= 

Z.b 
= fo _0L0-

1b, = 
Vbc 

= 
EBC 

= 
208 V L - 1200 208 V L - 120o

	

Zb, ' Zbc	 15 n + j20 fl	
25 fl L53.13'

= 8.32 A L - i73.13'

1,, Eg^ 208 V L+ 1 20- 208 V L+120

	Z,^ Z_	 12 n + j 12 n 16.97 11 Z -45^

12.26 A 1-165*

b. lyi^ = I.b -
= 20.8 A LO' - 12.26 A L 165'

= 20-8 A	 1 1.84 A + j 3.17 A)

= 20.8 A + 11.84 A - j 3.17 A = 32.64 A j 3.17 A

= 32.79 A L - 5.55'

TWO-WATTMETER METHOD 1 1 1 1051

a
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8.32 A L - 173.13 o - 20.8 A 10-
(-8.26 A	 I A) - 20.8 A

	

-8.26 A 20.8 A - i 1 A = -29.06.A 	 I A
29.08 A L - 178.03*

1C, = 1. - lk
= 12.26 A L 165o - 8.32 A L - 173.13o

1 1.84 A + i 3.17 A) - (- 8.26 A 	I A)
- 1 1.84 A + 8.26 A + i (3.17 A + I A) = -3.58 A + j 4.17 A
5.5 A Z 130.65'

C - P 1 = V^bIA^ COS 01'̂,^	 V^, = 208 V /_0-

1A, = 32.79 A L - 5.55 1 	4
= (208 V)(32.79 A) COS 5.551
= 6788.35 W

Vb, = EBc = 208 V L - 120o

but

	

	
Vb ECB = 208 V L - 120' + 180'

= 208 V L601

with	 1c, 5.5 A L 130.65*

P2 	 VcblC, COS 01V^,h

(208 V)(5.5 A) COS 70.65'
379.1 W

6788.35 W + 379.1 Wd. PT = P 1 + P2
= 7167.45 W

e. PT = (l.b)'R, + (1b,)2 R2 + (I
c.) 2

 R3

= (20.8 A)'10 0 + (8.32 A)2 15 fl + (12.26 A )2 12 fl
= 4326.4 W + 1038.34 W + 1803.69 W
= 7168.43 W

(The slight difference is due to the level of accuracy carried through

the calculations.)

23.13 UNBALANCED, THREE-PHASE,
-WIRE, Y-CONNECTED LOADFOUR

For the three-phase, four-wire, Y-connected load in Fig. 23.34, condi-

tions are such that none of the load impedances are equal-hence we

have a^ unbalanced poIyphase load. Since the neutral is a common

4 - point between the load and source, no matter what the impedance of

each phase of the load and source, the voltage across each phase is the

phase voltage of the generator:

(23.34)

A	
The phase currents can therefore be determined by Ohm's law:

7__ , , "	 1 1.	 V . , ^,:	 ,	 I 
= - = -	 and on]	 (23.35)

ZI	 Z,

I

L
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Line

+

VV" zi	 10L,

+Neutral
1,

L2
I'L3

EL	E,
	Z3	 Z2

V.^	 V"^

+	
V" +

L

L ne

ine

E,
Line

v,

FIG. 23.34

Unbalanced Y-cDnnected load.

The current in the neutral for any unbalanced system can then be found

by applyirfg Kirchhoff's current law at the common point n:

IN 10^ + 10 '̂ + 10,	 IL , + L ^ + IL,	 (23.3
A

Because of the variety of equipment found in an industrial environ-

ment, both three-phase power and single-phase power are usually pro-

vided with the single-phase obtained off the three-phase system. In

addition, since * the load on each phase is continually -changing, a four-wire

system (with a neutral) is normally used to ensure steady voltage levels

and to provide a path for the current resulting from an unbalanced load.

The system in Fig. 23.35 has a three-phase transformer dropping the line.

voltage from 13,800 V to 208 V. All the lower-power-demand loads, such

as lighting, wall outlets, security, and so on, use the single-phase, 120 V

line to neutral voltage. Higher power loads, such as air conditioners, elec-

tric: ovens or.dryers, and so on, use the single-phase, 208 V available from

line to line. For largermotors and special high-demand equipment, the full

three-phase power can be taken directly off the system, as shown in

1

	

208 V . Z-120'	
r ^0-10V

30
208 V

balanced
load

1208 V ZI

208 V zo. I

Secondary
30 transfornner

FIG. 23.35

30110, 208 V1120 V industrial supply.
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Fig. 23.35. In the design and construction of a commercial establishment,

the National Electric Code requires that every effort be made to ensure that

the expected loads, whether they be single- or multiphase, result in a total

load that is as balanced as possible between the phases, thus ensuring the

highest level of transn-dssion efficiency.

23.14 UNBALANCED, THREE-PHASE,
THREE-WIRE, Y-CONNECTED LOAD

For the system shown in Fig. 23.36, the required equations can be 'de-

rived by first applying Kirchhoff's voltage law around each closed loop

to produce

EAB — Van + Vb- = 0

EBC — Vbn + Vcn = 0

ECA — V n + Van = 0

a

F*_	 +
AB	

CA+	
V Z,

+A^\V

ECA	 n
V

V

In

+

Z3	 Z2	

" 

Ihn
V

V^n

^n

+	

b,
C

Eac

EBC+---

FIG. 23.36

Unbalanced, three-phase, three-wire,Tconnected load.

Substituting, we have

Van I..Z I	 Vb. 1baZ2	 Vcn 1cnZ3

B = Ia.Zi	 lbaZ2	 (23.37a)

	

EBC = lb^k IcZ3	 (23.37b)

	

_EcA = I-Z3 I..ZI	
(23.37c)

Applying Kirchhoff's current law at node n results in

lan + Ibn + Ica = 0	 and	 Iba	 Ian	 Icn

Substituting for Ibn in Eqs. (23.37a) and (23.37b) yields

( lan + Ica) I Z2EAB = I.Z1

EBC = — (la, + 1,^)Zz — Ic,Z^

which are rewritten as

EAB 1-(Z I + Z2) +,I,aZ2

EBC 1.(—Z2) + Ic,,( — (Z2 + ZAI
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Using determinants, we have

EAB	 Z2

EBC	 (Z2 ZJ

I

ZI + Z2

	

	 Z2

—Z2	 —(Z2 + Z3)1

_(Z2 + NEAB — EBCZY

—ZIZ2 Z	 2IZ3 Z2Z3 Z22 + ZZ

Z2(EAB + EBC) — Z3EAB
_
Z 1Z2 — Z IZ3 — Z2Z^

Applying Kirchhoff's voltage law to the line voltages, gives

EIB + ECA + EBC 0 or EAB + Ek —ECA

Substituting for (4B + ECB) in the above equation for I., gives

Z2( —ECA) — Z3EAB
Ian =

_Z 1Z2 — Z IZ3 Z2Z3

EABZ3 ECAZ2
and	 Ian —	

(23.38)
ZZ2 + Z I Z3 4- Z2Z3

In the same manner, it can be shown that

(23.39)

Substituti , ng Eq. (2339) for 1, in the right-hand side of Eq., (23.37b), we
obtain

EBCZI — EABZ3	
(23AO)

Ibn = —	
-ZJZ2 + Z I Z3 + Z2Z31

EXAMPLE 2i9 A phase-sequence indicator is an instru' ment such as

shown in Fig. 23.37(a) that can display the phase sequence of a

polyphase circuit. A network that performs this function appears in Fig.

23.37(b). The applied phase sequence is ABC The bulb corresponding

to this phase sequence bums more brightly than the bulb indicating the

ACB sequence because a greater current is passing through the ABC

bulb. Calculating the phase currents demonstrates that this situation does

in fact exist:

Z, XC	 166 C1
WC (377 rad/s)(16 X 

10-6 
F)

By Eq. (23.39),^

ECAZ2 — EBCZI,

zz^ + Z iZ3 + Z2Z3'
(200 

V 
L120')(200fl Z-O- ) — (200V Z--120')(166 a L-90-)

(166 fl z —90-)(200fl ZO- ) + (166 n L-90-)(200 0 ZO- ) + (200 fl Z-0o )(20011 ZOo)
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f = 60 Hz

Z '	16 pF
Bulbs (159 W)
200 fl internal

	

EAH 200 V Z 0'	 rmstance
n

"f	 EcA 200VZ+120*	 Z3	 Z'

	

ACB	 ABC

(3) c	 b (2)
K200 n 2010 fl

V Z —120*

(a)	 (b)

FIG. ^3.37

(a) Phase sequence indica(or. (b) Phase sequence detector nerwork.
[Part (a) courtesy of Fluke Corporation.]

40,000 V Z 120* + 3 3,200 V ^Z — 30'
Icn 

33,200 fl L - 90' + 33,200 n L -90' + 40,000 n LO'

Dividing the numerator and denominator by 1000 and converting both to

the rectangular domain yields

( -20 + j 34.64) + (28.75 — j 16.60)

40 — j 66.4

	

8.75 + j 18.04	 20.05 L64.13'

	

77.52 L — 5 8.93 0	 77.52 L — 58^.930

I_ 0.259 A L 123.06

By Eq. (23.40),

EBCZI EARZ3
Ib^ 

ZIZ2 + Z I Z3 + Z2Z3
(200 V L - 120' )(166 L -90') (200 V Z 0' )(200 ZO')

77.52 X 
103 D L-58.93'

33,200 V Z —2100 — 40,000 V LO'

77.52 x 10' fl Z —58.93-

Dividing by 1000 and converting to the rectangular 4omain yields

28.75 + j 1 6.60 — 40.0	 — 68.75 + j 16.60
lb^

	

77.52 L — 58.93 1	77.52 L —58.930

70.73 L 166.43 1
= 0.91 A L225.36'

77.5 2 L — 5 8.93'

and 1b, > I_ by a factor of more than 3 : 1. Therefore, the bulb indicat

Ing an ABC sequence will burn more brightly due to the greater current.

If the phase sequence were ACB, the reverse would be true.

'Oki

a (1)
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PROBLEMS	 4. The phase sequence for the Y-Y system in Fig. 23.38 is ABC

a. Find the angles 02 and 0 .̂  for the specified phase sequence.

SECTION 23.5 Y-Connected Generator WRW	 b. Find the voltage across each phase impedance in phasor

a Y-Connected Load	 form.

	

1. A balanced Y load having a 10 11 resistance in each leg i's	
c. Find the current through each phase impedance in pha-

connected to a three-phase, four-wire, Y-connected generator 	
sor form.

having a line voltage of 208 V. Calculate the magnitude of 	
d. Draw the phasor diagram of the currents found io part

a. the phase voltage of the generator. 	
(c), and show that their phasor sum is zero.

b. the phase voltage of the load.	
e. Find- the magnitude of the line currents.

c. the phase current of the load.	
f. Find the magnitude of the line voltages.

d. the line current.	 5. Repeat Problem 4 if the phase impedances are changed to a

9 fl resistor in series with a 12 fl inductive reactance.

	

2. Repeat Problem 1 if each phase impedance is changed to a 	
6. Repeat Problem 4 if the phase impedances are changed

42 fl resistor in series with a 16 fl capacitive reactance.
to a 6 0 resistance in parallel with an 8 il capacitive

	

3. Repeat Problem I if each phase impedance is roanged 	 reactance.

to a 10 fl resistor in parallel with a 10 fl capacitive	 7. For the system in Fig. 23.39, find the magnitude of the un-

reactance.	 known voltages and currents.

A	 a

1120 V /_0'	 20 n

20 V 
0'	

20

N
1

 0 V

20 V 403

	

120 V z 02	
20 0	 210)fQ1

+

+
.4	 C B	 c

FIG. 23.38

Problems 4, 5, 6. and 31.

'A.
I 
a
1+

10 f)

3-phase, 3-w	
EAB 220 V ZO'

ire	 V-

10 f1

'u " V"10 f"

Y-connected
4-wire generator

Phase uence! ABC N_seq

E,,c 220 V + 120'	 V_	 V,

10 f)	 10 0

c	 '10 fl	 10 fl	 bIB6

B

C_^

EcA 220 V Z - 1 20'

FIG. 23.39

Problems 7, 32, and 44.
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*8. Compute the magnitude of the, voltage EAB for the balanced

three-phase system in Fig. 23.40.

A	
a

16 n

12 fl

6112 fj

3-phase, 3-wire	 CAB	
I 
Line resistance

	

Y-connected generator	 n	

'2 il

12 fl	 12 il

16 fl

	

	 16 0
VO 50 V

AAA

C

FIG. 23.40

Problem 8.

*9. For the Y-Y system in Fig. 23.4 1:

a. Find the magnitude and angle associated with the volt-

ages EAN, EBN, and ECN.

b. Determine the magnitude and angle associated with

each phase current of the load: 1— lk, and Ic'..

c. Find the 'magnitude and phase angle of each line

current: 1Aa, IBI, and 

Ic'd. Determine the magnitude and phase angle of the volt-

age across each phase of the load: V.., Vb, and V_

A	
3011 40 Q

+

0.4 kfl

	

EAB 22 kV ZO'	
V.,

I kQ

N
c	 I kn Vb"

'B 

22 

kv 

ZO

V+"

4 

k"

kfj

l kn Vb"

2 V	

I	 I kfl–	
0.4 kn^."'+

	

EcA 22 kV Z+120*	
V

0.4 W
In, 3012	 40 Inj	 +

E, = 22 kV Z-120'

C 'C' 30 f1	 40 0

FIG. 23.4^

Problem-9.,

gt,,
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*CTION 23.6 Y-A System	 13. The phase sequence for the Y-A system in Fig. 23.42 is ABC,

10. A balanced A load having a 20 f1 resistance in each leg	
a. Find the angles 02 and 03 for the specified phase sequence.

is connected to a three-phase, three-wire, Y-connected 	
b. Find the voltage across each phase impedance in phasor

generator having a line voltage of 208 V. Calculate the	
form.

magnitude of	
C. Draw the phasor diagram of the voltages found in part

a. the phase voltage of tile generator. 	 (b), and show that their sum is zero around the closed

IS. the phase voltage of the load. 	 loop of the A load.

c. the phase current of the load. 	
d. Find the current through each phase impedance in pha-

d. the line current.	 'or form.

e. Find the magnitude of the line currents.
11. Repeat Problem 10 if each phase impedance is changed to 	 f. Find the magnitude of the generator phase voltages.

a 6.8 fl resistor in series with a 14 n inductive reactance. 	
14. Repeat Problem 13 if the phase impedances are changed to a

12. Repeat Problem 10 if each phase impedance is changed 	 100 n resistorin series with acapacitive reactance of 100fl.
to an 18 Q resistance in parallel with an 18 n capacitive	

15. Repeat Problem 13 if the phase impedances are changed toreactance,	
a 3 fl resistor in parallel with an inductive reactance of 4 fl.

16. For the system in Fig. 23,43, find the magnitude of the un-

*,known voltages and currents.

A	 a

EAB 208 V ZO*

EcA 21 V ZO.,	 22 fl 22 fl

N

C	 b

C

E	 208 V 26,

FIG. 23.42

Problems 13. 14, 15, 34, and 45.

A--	
a

4,	 +

10 n	 'Ion
3-phase, 3-wire
, Y.cqnnecled	 EAB = 220 V ZO*

4-wim generator

	

	 V111	 V^h
EcA 220 V Z + 120'

Phase sequence: ABC	
10 fl	 10 n

C	 b

Ion	 10 n
C_1 --------- j	 Vi,	 +IC,

Eftc 220 V _/ - 1 20'

FIG. 23.43

Problems 16, 35, and 47.
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*17. For the A-connected load in Fig. 23.44:

a. Find the magnitude and angle of each phase current 1,b,	
a

1b, and 1-

Caiculate the , magnitude and angle of each line current_

TA^, Ift, and Icc.	
angle of the voltages EAB,c. Determine the magnitude and

EBC, and ECA.

A —'A	 a
1 ka+

	

	

^0	

I kfl	 V.b = 16 kV ZO*10fl 20a

EAB	
0.3 kil	 I W V

b, = 16 kV Z-1 20*

a

V,^ = 16 kV Z+ 1 20'

B	

'b	

b
EcA +	 1.

10 f1 20 fl	

0

	

0.3 U11	 0.3 kfl
EBC C	

t

J 1c, I kil

+	

c

10 fl 20 n

FIG. 23.44

Problem 17.

SECTION 23.9 A-A, A-Y Three-Phase Systems

	

	 20, Repeat Problem 18 if each phase impedance is changed

to a 15 il resistor in parallel with a 20 fl capacitive

	

18. A balanced Y load having a 30 fl resistance in each leg is	 reactance.'

connected to a three-phase, A-convected generator having a	 *21. For the system in Fig. 23.45, find the magnitude of the un-

line voltage of 208 V. Calculate the magnitude of	 known voltages and currents.
a. the phase voltage of the generator. 	

22. Repeat Problem 21 if each phase impedance is changed to a
b. the phase voltage of the load.	

10 fl resistor in series with a 20 0 inductive reactance.
c. the phase current of the load.

d. the line current. 	 23. Repeat Problem 21 if each phase impedance is changed

	

19. Repeat Problem 18 if each phase impedance is changed to a	
to a 20 fl resistor in parallel with a 15 il 'capacitive

12 fl resistor in series with a 12 n inductive reactance. 	
reactance.

	

'A.	 a
A

3-phase, 3—ire	 V+^ '240
A-connected generator	 EA1 120 V ZO'

+1201
Phase sequence: ABC	

z

V,	 Vb,,

24 ft	 24 fl

	

c	
1b.	

b

C

EBC 120 V Z -I 2w

FIG. 23.45

Problems 21, 22, 23, and 3Z
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FIG. 23.46

Problem 27.

b

N

7
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24. A balanced A load having a 220 fI resistance in each leg is

connected to a thlee-phase, A-connected generator having a

line voltage of 440 V. Calculate the magnitude of

a. the phase voltage of the generator.

b. the phase voltage of the . load.

c. the phase current of the load. .

d. the line current.

2S. Repeat Problem 24 if each pl^ase impedance is changed to a

12 11 resistor in series with a 9 11 capacitive reactance.

26. Repeat Problem 24 if each phase impedance is changed

to a 22 0 resistor in parallel with a 22 fl inductive

reactance.

27. The phase sequence for the A-A system in Fig. 23.46 is ABC.

a. Find the angles 02 and 03 for the specified phase sequence.

b. Find the voltage acr9ss each phase impedance in phasor

form.

c. Draw the phasor diagrarn of the voltages found in part

(b), and show that their phasor sum is zero around the,

closed loop of the A load.

d. Find-the current through each phase impedance in pha-

sor form.

e. Find the magnitude of the line currents.

28. Repeat Problem 25 if each phase impedance is changed to a

12 fl resistor in series with a 16 [1 inductive reactance.

29. Repeat Problem 25 if each phase impedance is changed

to a 20 fl resistor in parallel with a 20 fl capacitive reactance.

SECTION23.10 Power

30. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-ampercs,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 2.

31. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt^amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 4.

32. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 7.

33. Find the total Watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 12.

34. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 14.

35. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 16.

36. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reaclive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 20,

37. Find the total watts, voltTamperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and F. of the three-phase system in Problem 22.

38. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactiveI , volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 26.

39. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the three-phase system in Problem 28.

40. A balanced, three-phase, A-connected load ha; a line volt-

age of 200 and a total power consumption of 4800 W at a

lagging power factor of 0.8. Find the impedance of each

phase in rectangular coordinates.

41. A balanced, three-phase, Y-connected load has a line volt-

age of 208 and a total power consumption of 1200 W at a

leading power factor of 0.6. Find the impedance of each

phase in rectangular coordinates.

*42. Find, the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-amperes,

and Fp of the system in Fig. 23.47.

*43. The Y-Y system in Fig. 23.48 has a balanced load and a line

impedance Zjj^, = 4 fl + j 20 fl. If the line voltage at the

generator is 16,000 V and the total power delivered to the

load is 1200 kW at 80 A, determine each of the following:

a. The magnitude of each phase voltage of the generator.

b. The magnitude of the line currents.

c. The total power delivered by the source.

d. The power factor angle of the emirf load "seen" by the

source.

Introductory, C, 68A
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;115 0	 '20 fl

	

EAR 125 V LO*	
3 fl	

fl

15 a20 ft 4 ^N4

3 R

b

1541	 20 fl

L -120'

FIG. 23.47

Problem 42.

 =80A+	 41l	 20fl	 +

EAN	 V

VN
	 EAR 16 kV	

ZI = Z2 = Z3

lagging F,

^9=1

	

Z2	 Z3

C	 4 fl	 20 0	 C	 b

	4 n 	 20 n

FIG. 2348

Problem 43.

e. The magnitude and angle of the current 'A^ if F AN	 +

EAN LO'.

f. The magnitude and an& of the phase voltage V., 	
cc

g. The impedance of the load of each phase 
in 

rectangular	
PC

coordinates.	
A- y-

It. The difference between the power factor of the load and 	
Wattmeter	

connected

the power factor of the entire system (including Zlin,). 	 load

I. The efficiency of the system.

SECTION 23.11 Three-Wattmeter Method

44. a. Sketch the connections required to measure the total

watts (Wivered to the load in Fig. 23.39 using three	 FIG. 23.49

wattmeters.	 Problem 46.

b. Determine the total wattage dissipation and the reading 	
C. Repeat part (b) if the total power factor is 0.2 lagging

of each waltuieter. 	
and P, = 100 W.

45. Repeat Problem 44 for the network in Fig. 23.42. 	
47. Sketch three different ways !hat two wattmeters can be con-

nected to measure the total power delivered to the load in
SECTION 23.12 Two-Watimeter _Method	 Problem 16.

46. a. For the three-wire system in Fig-23.49, properly con- 	 *48. For the Y-A system in Fig. 23.50:

nect a second wattmeter so that the, two measure the	 a. Determine the magnitude and angle of the phase cur-

total power del iver cd to the load. ,	 11 1	
rents.

b. If one wattmeter has a reading of 200 W and the other a 	 b. Find the magnitude and angle of the line currents.

reading of 85 W, what is the total dissipation in watts if 	 c. Determine the reading of each wattmeter.

the total power factoris 0.8 leading?	 d. Find the total power dehvered to the load.

Introductory, C, 68B
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A	 +
0—	 a

+	

W,

EA, 208 V _-0

10 11

W1

10 fl

+	

R^

EcA 209 V Z 1 20* 
0	 +

W28 V Z .20o	

XC 

-:z 10 nR2	 XC ;=-
EBC 208 V Z-1 20'	

lot)

1b,	 10f)

+	

'C^	

XL
C —1-

0— C

FIG. 23.50

Problem 48

SECTION 23.13 Unbalanced, Three-Phase,	 a

Four-Wire,	 Load	

1 —1 

12 fl

*49. For the +system in Fig. 23.5 1:

a. Calculate the magnitude of the voltage across each 	 EAB 200 V LO'
phase of the load.	 1	

1611

b. Find the magnitude o , f the current through each phase of 	
ECA 200 v -240-	 n 3 n

the load.	 2041

c. Find the total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-am-	
4 f1

Peres, and Fp of the system.	 C	 b
d. Find the phase currents in phasor form.

e. Using the results of part (c), determine the current.-IN.

7 Eac 200 V L -120'

a

	

	 FIG. 23.52

Problem 50.
to 1`1

^=2	

'o10

E 208 V 40* 

A

(18 V 40	

10 f)

n 12 fl

ECA - ±208V L -240*	

fj	

GLOSSARY
c 

2 12 fl 

b 
A-connected ac generator A three-phase generator having the

three phases connected in the shape of the capital Greek letter

delta (A).

Line current The current that flows from the generator to the

EBc= 208 V 4 -120'	 load of a single-phase or polyphase system.

Line voltage The potential difference that exists between the

	

FIG. 23.51	 lines of a single-phase or polyphase system.

Problem 49. Neutral connection Theconnection between the generator and

the load that, under balanced conditions, will have zero cur-

rent associated with it.

Phase current The current that flows through each phase of a

SECTION 23.14 Unbalanced, Three-Phase, 	 single-phase (or polyphase) generator or load.

Three-Wire, Y-Connected Load	 Phase sequence The order in which the generated sinusoidal

voltages of a polyphase generator will affect the load to which

*50. For the three-phase, three-wire system in Fig. 23.52, find	 they are applied.

the magnitude of the current through each phase of the load, 	 Phase voltage The voltage that appears between the line and
and findithe total watts, volt-amperes reactive, volt-am- 	 neutral of a Y-connected generator and from line to line in A
peres, and Fp of the load.	 A-connected generator.
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Pdlyphase ac generator An electromechanical source of ac 	 Two-wattmeter method A method for determining the total

power that generates more than one sinusoidal voltage per 	 power delivered to a A- arY-connected three-phase load using

rotation of the rotor. The frequency generated is determined	 only two wattmeters and considering the power factor of the

by the speed of rotation and the number of poles of the 	 load.

rotor.	 Unbalanced polyphase load A load not having the same imped-

Single-phase ac gerteraior An electromichanical source of ac 	 ance in each phase.

power that generates a single sinusoidal voltage having a fre- 	 Y-connected three-phase generator A three-phase source of ac

quency determfiaed by the speed of rotation and the number of	 power in which the three phases are connected in the shape of

poles of the rotor. 	 the letter Y.

Three-wattmeter method A method for determining the total

power delivered to a threc^phase load using three wattmeters.

4
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A Nd ThE RoC Rnpom

Become familiar with the specific terms that

define a pulse waveform and how to calculate

various parameters such as the pulse width, rise

and fall times, and tilt.

Be able to calculate the pulse repetition rate and

the duty cycle of any pulse 
we 

veform.

Become aware of the parameters that define the

response of an R-C network 
to 

a square-wave input.

Understand how a compensator probe of an

oscilloscope is used to improve the appearance of
an output pulse.waveform.

I

^61111XMILTJ

24.1 -INTRODUCTION

Our analysis thus far has been limited to alternating waveforms that vary in a sinusoiLl

manner. This chapter introduces the basic terminology associated with the pulse waveform

and examines the response of an R-C circuit to a square-wave input. The importance of the

pulse waveform to the electrical/electronics industry cannot be overstated. A vast array of

instrumentation, communication systems, computers, radar systems, and so on, all use pulse

signals to control operation, transmit data, and display information in a variety of formats.

The response to a pulse signal of the networks described thus far is quite different from

that obtained for sinusoidal signals. In fact, we must refer.to the dc chapter on capacitors

(Chapter 10) for a few fundamental concepts and equations that will help us in the analysis to

follow This chapter is just an introduction, designed to provide the fundamentals that will be

helpful when the pulse waveform is encountered in specific areas of application.

^N'

111%: `

24.2 IDEAL VERSUS ACTUAL

The ideal pulse in Fig. 24.1 has vertical sides, sharp comers, and a flat peak characteristic; it

starts instantaneously at tl and endsjust as abruptly at t2.

NIX,

4,

Falling
Or
trailing
edge

pulse	 I ^ Amplitude

t - --------- 1- 1,	
t

t, (pulse width)

FIG. 24.1

Ideal pulse ivaveform.

Rising
or

leading
edge
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The waveforin in Fig. 24.1 is applied in the analysis in this chapter

and probably in . the initial investigation of areas of application beyond

the scope of this text. Once the fundamental operation ofa device, pack-

age, or system is clearly understood using ideal characteristics, the effect

of an actual (or true or practical) pulse must be considered. If an at-

tempt were made to introduce all the differences between an ideal and

actual pulse in a single figure, the result would probably be complex and

confusing. A number of waveforms are therefore used to define the crit-

ical parameters.

, The reactive elements of a network, in their effort to prevent instanta-

neous changes in voltage (capacitor) and current (inductor), establish a

slope to both edges of the pulse waveform, as shown in Fig. 24,2. The

rising edge of the waveform in Fig. 24.2 is defined as the edge that in-

creases from a lower to a higher level.

f

V

V, --------------------	 --------

Am itude

Rising

	

'

or	

or
r

	

le-dm,	 Val
,d	 edge

0.511, -	 ------------------	 Pi

- t,, (pulse ^idth) ___^ I	 t

FIG. 24.2

Act.ual,pulse waveform.

Thefalling edge is defined by the region or edge where the waveform

decreases from a higher to a lower le0l. Since the rising edge is the

first to be encountered (closest to I = 0 s), it is also called the leading
edge. Th e falling edge a lways follo ws the leading edge and is

therefore often called the trailing edge.

Both regions are defined in Figs. 24.1 and 24.2.

Amplitude

For most applications, the adiplitude of a pulse waveform is defined as

the peak-to-peak value. Of course, if the waveforms all start and return to

the zero-volt level, then the peak and peak-to-peak values are synonymous.

For the purposes of this text, the amplitude ofa pulse waveform is the

peak-lo-peak value, as illustrated in Figs. 24.1 and 24.2.

Pulse Width

The p u1se width (lp), or pulse duration, is rieftned by a pulse level

equal to 50% ofthepeak value.

7-:
For the ideal pulse in Pig. 24. 1, the pulse width is the same at any level,

whereas t, for the waveform in Fig. 24.2 is a very specific value.

'_
it,

A
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Base-Line Voltage

The' base-line voltage (Vb) is the voltage levelfrom which the pulse is

initiated.

in K s. 24.1 and 24.2 both have a 0 V base-line voltage.,The waveforms	 Ig

In Fig. 24.3(a) the base-line voltage is 1
1 
V, whereas in Fig. 24.3(b) the

base-line voltage is — 4 V.

5

1.&' 4V	
0 V —4V

Yb 1 V
litude	 —6V

t	
—10 V -------- ^^ 11-P

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 243

Defining the base-fine voltage.

Positive-Going and Negative-Going Pulses

A positive-goingpul.ve increases positivelyfrom the base-line voltage,	
9 V

whereas a negative-going pulse increases in the negative direction

from the base
"
 line voltage.

The waveform in Fig. 24.3(.a) is a positive-going pulse, whereas the
Amplitude IOV

waveform in Fig. 24.3(b)- is a negative-going pulse.

Even though the base-line voltage in Fig. 24.4 is negative, the wave-

form is positive-going (with an amplitude of 10 V) since tLe voltage in

creased in the positive direction from the base-line voltage.	
71V
	

t

Rise Time (t,) an^ Fall Time (tf) 	
FIG. 24.4

The time required for the pulse to shift from one level to another is of 	 Positive-going pulse.

particular importance. The rounding (defined 
in 

Fig. 24.5) that occurs at

the beginning and end of each transition makes it difficult to define the

exact point at which the rise time should be initiated and terminated. For

this reason,

v

V
(90%) 0.9v:	 ---------

------------

	

(10%) 0.1 V,	 -------! ------ ............

	

0 1 	 ---1 t,	 4 tf

FIG. i4.5

1%efining4andtf.
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"I

FIG. 24.6

Defining tilt.

FIG. 24.7

Defining preshoot, overshoot, and ringing.

the rise time and thefall #me are deflned by the 10% and 90% levels,

as indicated in Fig. 24.5.

Note that thereis no requirement that tr equal tf,

Fig. 24.6 illustrates an undesirable but common distortion normally

occurring due to a poor low-frequency response characteristic of the

system through which a pulse has passed. The drop in peak value is

called tilt, droop, or sag. The percentage tilt is defined by

V1 — V2
% tilt	 X 100%

	

(24.1)
V	

, I

where V is the average value of the peak amplitude as determined by

	

V = Vi + V2	 (24.2)
2	 1

Naturally, the less the percentage tilt or sag, the more ideal is the

pulse. Due to rounding, it may be difficult to define the values of V, and

V2. It is then necessary to approximate the sloping region by a straight-

line approximation and use the resulting values of V, and V2.

Other distortions include the preshoot and overshoot appearing in

Fig. 24.7, normally due to pronounced high-frequengy effects of a sys-

tem, and ringing, due to the interaction between the capacitive and in-

ductive elements of a network at their napral or resonant frequency.

EXAMPLE 24.1 Determine the following for the pulse waveform in

Fig. 24.8:

a. whether it is positive- or negative-going

b. base-line voltage

c. pulse width

d. maximum amplitude

e. tilt

v (v)

a
7

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15	 1 (nis)

—4

FIG. 24.8

Example 24. 1.A.	 ^iT



T_
90%

10%

I-

_^o

Vertical sensitivity = l0rnV/div.

Horizontal sensitivity 	 5 /,ts/div.

FIG. 24.9
F_xample 24.2.

L

Ohflidn
0

FIG. 24.10
Pulse train.

T

X1
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Solutions:

a. positive-going

b. Vi, —4 V
c. tp (12 — 7) ms 5 ms

d. Vnno, 8 V + 4 V = 12 V

e. V = 
V, + V2 = 12 V + 11 V 23 V 

11.5 V
2	 '2	 2

V1 — V2	 12V — 11 V
% tilt = — X 100% =	 x 100% 8.7%

V	 11.5 V

(Remember, V is defined by the average value of the peak a lmllitude.)

EXAMPLE 24.2 Determine the following for the pulse waveform in

Fig. 24.9:

a. whether it is positive- or ncgative-going

b. base-line voltage

c. tilt

d. amplitude

e.1,

L Ir and tf

Solutions:

a. positive-going

b. Vb = OV

c.% tilt = 0%
d. amplitude = (4 div.)(10 mV/div.) 40 mV
e. tp = (3.2 div.)(5 As/div.) = 16 As
C t, = (0.4 div.)(5 jzs/div.) = 2 As

tf = (0.8 div.)(5 As/div.) = 4 As

24.3 PULSE REPETITION RATE
AND DUTY CYCLE

A series of pulses such as those appearing in Fig. 24. 10 is called a pulse
train. The varying widths and heights may contain information that can

be decoded at the receiving end.

If the pattern repeats itself in a periodic manner as shown in

Fig. 24.11 (a) and (b), the result is called a periodic pulse tralfi.

The period (T) of the pulse train is defined as the time differential be-

tween any two similar points on the pulse train, as shown in Figs. 24.1 1 (a)

and (b).

T	 2T	 3T

(I PLS)	 (2 jAs)	 (3,us)

(b)

01	 T	 T	 2T	 3T

2	 (1 AS)	 (2,us)	 (3 As)

(a)

FIG. 24

4 Periodic puIse trains.
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The pulse repetition frequency (prf), or pulse repetition rate (prr),

is defined by

prf (or P-) T
Hz or pulses/s	 (24.3)

Applying Eq. (24.3) to each waveform in Fig. N. I I results in the

same pulse repetition frequency since the periods are the same. The . re-

sult clearly reveals that

the shape ofthe periodic pulse does not affect the determination of

the pulse repetition frequency.

The pulse repetition frequency is determined solely by the period of the

repeating pulse. The factor that reveals how much of the period is en-

compassed by the pulse is called the duty cycle, defined as follows:

pulse width
Duty cycle = — x 100%

_^ericd

t P
or	 Duty cycle 

T 
x 100%	 (24.4),

For Fig. 24.1 1 (a) (a square-wave pattern),

Duty cycle 
0.5T 

x 100% 50%
T

and for Fig. 24.1 1 (b),

Duty cycle 0.2T x 100% 20%
T

The above results clearly reveal that

the duty cycle provides a percentage indication ofthepo ywon ofthe

totalperiod encompassed by thepulse waveform.

EXAMPLE 24.3 Determine the pulse repetition frequency and the duty

cycle for the periodic pulse waveform in Fig. 24.12.

Solution:

T (15 — 6) As 9 As

	prf 	 111.11 kHz
T 9 As

v (MV)

Vb 3MV

	

.... I	 , I ....	 .. 177	 1 1	 F
0	 5	 1	 20	 30	 t (JL'^ )

-10

FiG.,24.12

Example 24.3.
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`P	 (8 6) As
Duty cycle - ^X 100%	 X 100%

T	
As

2
- x 100% 22.22%
9

EXAMPLE 24.4 Deterraine the pulse repetition frequency and the duty

cycle for the oscilloscope pattern in Fig. 24.13 having the indicated

sensitivities.

V	
Vertical sensitivity	 0.2 Vidiv.

Horizontal sensitivity - I ms/div.

t
div.

FIG. 24.13
F,wmple 24.4.

Solution:

T = (3.2 div.)(1 rns/div.)	 3.2 ms

tp = (0.8 div.)(1 ms/div.)	 0.8 ms

P,f

	

	 312.5 Hz
T 3.2 ms

tp	 0.8 ms
Duty cycle - x 100%	 — x 100% 25%

T	 T2 ms

EXAMPLE 24.5 Deterrnine the pulse repetition rate and duty cycle for

the trigger waveform in Fig. 24.14.

Solution:

T,= (2.6 div.)(10 As/div.) = 26 As

prf

	

	 38,462 kHz
T 26 As

	

I....	 ........ 1. ^ ......... 1,\, 	 '.	 .	
.

	

0	
Horizontal sensitivity	 10jAsIdiv.

div.

FIG. 24.14

'A
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tp es (0.2 div.)(10 jAs/div.) = 2 As

Duty cycle LP X 100% 2 As x 100% 7.69%
T	 26 gs

24.4 AVERAGE VALUE

The average value of a pulse waveform can be determined using one of

two methods. The first is the procedure outlined in Section 13.7, which

can be applied to any alternating waveform. The second can be applied

only to pulse waveforms since it utilizes terms specifically related to

pulse waveforms; that is,

V, = (duty cycle)(peak value) + (1	 (24.5)

In Eq. (24.5), the peak value is the maximum deviation from the refer-

ence or zero-volt level, and the duty cycle is in decimat form. Eq. (24.5)

does not include the effect of any tilt pulse waveforms with sloping sides.

EXAMPLE 24.6 Determine the average value for the periodic pulse
waveform in Fig. 24.15,

V (MV)

8

6-
----------- ----- L------ --------------- V'^4 -

3 -
2

5	 10	 15	 20 t

T
0

FIG. 24.15

Example 24.6.

Solution: By the method in Section 13.7,

area under curve
G = -I

T

T = (12 — 2) jits	 10 /-ts

(8 mV)(4,us) + (2 mV)(6 9s) 32 X 10-9 + 22 X 10-9
G

10 AS	 10 X 10-6

-944 X 10	
4.4 mVio X 0_6

p	
By Eq. (24-5^,

Vb +2 mV2) Ats 	 4

	

1p	 (6
- = 0.4

	

Duty cycle	 (decimal form)

	

T	 10 AS	 10

Peak value (from 0 V reference) S niV
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Va, = (duty cycle)(peak value) + (I 	 duty cycle)(Vb)

= (0.4)(8 mV) -^ (1	 0.4)(2 mV)

= 3.2 mV + 1.2 mV 4.4 mV

as obtained above.

EXAMPLE 24.7 GiVen a periodic pulse waveform with a duty cycle of

28%, a-peak value of 7 V, and a base-line voltage of -3 V:

a. Determine the average value.

b, Sketch the waveform.

c. Verify the result of part (a) using the method of Section 13.7.

Solutions:

a. By Eq. (24.5),

V^, = (duty cycle)(peak value) + (I 	 duty cycle) (Vb)

= .(0.28)(7 V) + (I - 0.28)(^3 V) = 1.96 V + (-2.16 V)

= -9.2 V

b. See Fig. 24.16.

c. G 

(7 V)(0.28T) - (3 V)(0.72T) = 1.96 
V - 2.16 V

T

-0.2 V

as obtained above.

Instrumentation

The average value (de value) of any waveform can be easily determined

using the oscilloscope. If the mode switch of the scope is set in the ac

position, the average or dc component of the applied waveform is

blocked by an internal capacitor from reaching the screen. The pattern

can be adjusted to establish the display in Fig. 24.17(a). If the mode

,switch is then placed in the de position, the vertical shift (positive or

negative) reveals the average or dc level of the input signal, as shown in

Fig. 24.17(b).

24.5 TRANSIENT R-C NETWORKS

In Chapter 10, the general solution for the transient behavior of an R-C

network with or without initial values was developed. The resulting equa-

tion for the voltage , across a capacitor is repeated here for convenience:

VC = Vf + ( Vi - Vf),-"Rc	 (24.6)

Recall that Vi is the initial voltage across the capacitor when the

transient phase is initiated as shown in Fig. 24.18. The voltage Vf is

'the steady-state (resting) value of the voltage across the capacitor

when the transient phase has ended. The transient period is approxi-

mated as 57, where T is the time constant of the network and is equal

to the product RC

^v

0.28T

7 V

0

-3 V

FIG, 24.16

Solution to part (b) ofExamole 24.7.

a

	

^ 2	 Vertical sensitivity , I mV/div,

div.	
Horizontal sensitivity	 51^s/dlv.

I	 F1,	 R,

	

0:	
ac mode

Ja)

V

	

7	 Vertical sensitivity	 5 mV/div.
div.	

Horizontal sensitiv ty = 5 gs/div.

V,, 4mV

	

ot	
dc mode

FIG. Z4.18

Defining the parameters of Eq. (24.6).

(b)

FIG. 24.17

Determining the average value ofa pulse wayeform

using an oscilloscope.

I



FIG. 24.20

Example 24.8.

a

I

9
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For the situation where the initial voltage is zero volts, the equation

reduces to the following familiar form, where Vf is often the applied

voltage:

^Vc

5 V ----- 11 ------- 7.

2.424 V

0(	 t

-2V

FIG. 24.19

Example ofthe -e ofEq. (24.6).

vC = Vf(I e`IRC)	 (24.7), 
_oVV

For the case in Fig. ^4.19, Vi -2 V, Vf = +5 V, and

VC = Vi + (Vf - Vi)(1 - e-11RC)

= -2 V + [5 V - (-2 V)](I - e_t1RC)

vC = -2 V + 7 V(1 - e-'IRC)

For the case where t = T RC,

vC = -2 V + 7 V(1 e- 'I') -2 V + 7 V(1
= -2 V + 7 V(1 0.368) -2 V + 7 V(0.632)VC = 

2.424 V

as verified by Fig. 24.19.

R

100 kn

E	 8 V	 C 7=::Z I 1AF 2 V

FIG. 24.21

vC and iCJar the netvvork in Fig. 24.20.

EXAMPLE 24.8 The capacitor in Fig. 24.26 is initially charged to 2 V

before the switch is closed. The switch is then closed.

a. Determine the mathematical expression for vC

b. Determine the mathematical expression for ic.

c. Sketch the waveforms ofvC and ic.

Solutions:

a. Vi = 2 V

Vf (after 5T) = E = 8 V

T = RC = (100 kfl)(1 AF) 100 ins

By Eq. (24.6),

vC Vf + (Vi - Vf)e-'IRC

8 V + (2 V - 8 V)e-'/r

and	 vC = 8 V - 6 Ve-'/'

b. When the switch is first closed, the voltage across the capacitor can-

not change instantaneously, and Vj? = E - Vi = 8 V - 2 V = 6 V.

The current therefore jumps to a level determined by Ohm's law:

1R_ = LR	 6 V = 0.06 mA
R 100 kQ

T'he current then decays to zero amperes with the same time con-

stant calculated in part (a), and

ic 0.06 mAe-/'

c. Set! Fig. 24.21.

EXAMPLE 244 Sketch vC for the step input shown in Fig. 24.22. As-

sume that the -4 mV hasbeen present for a period of time in excess of

five time constants of the network. Then determine when vC = 0 V if the

step changes levels at t = 0 s.
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010 v	 I M

'4Vi	 MV C 7 'Z 0.01,UF Vc
+

0
-4 mV

FIG. 24.22
Example 24.9.

So^ution:

Vi -4 mV	 Vf 10 rnV
T RC (I ka)(0.01 uF) 10 jLs

By Eq. (24.6),

VVC = Vf + ( V
i - f)e-tIRC

= 10 mV + (-4 rnV - 10 mV)e-'/'OA'

and	 vc = 10 mV - 14 mV e-00ps

The waveform appears in Fig. 24.23. 	 IFC(MV)
Substituting vC 0 V into the above equation yields 	 to ----------

VC 0 V = 10 rnV - 14 mV e-'110,"

^3.37^)As

and	 e-009s
14 rnV	 Q f 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 t.(,Us)

-4

or	 0.714 e_000^ 5r

FIG. 24.23but	 lo&0.714 =-l0ge(1_'110Y')
"10 As	 VCfor the network in Fig. 24.22.

and 't -(10 jAs)lo&0.714	 -(10 jLk)(-0.377) 3.37 As

as indicated in Fig. 24.23.

4

24.6 R-C RESPONSE TO SQUARE-WAVE INPUTS

The square wave in Fig^ 24.24 is a particular form of pulse waveform. It
has a duty cycle of 50% and an average value of zero volts, as calculated
as follows:

FIG. 24.24
Periodic square wave.
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Duty cycle 
1P 
X 100% = 

T/2 x 
100% 50%

T	 T

vl^ 
( Vi)(T/2 ) + (— Vi	 0 V

T	 T

The application of a dc voltage V, in series with the square wave in

Fig. 24.24 can raise the base-line voltage from — V, to zero volts and the

average value to V, volts.

If a square wave such as developed 
in 

Fig. 24.25 is applied to an R-C

circuit as shown in Fig. 24.26, the period of the square wave can have a

pronounced effect on the resulting waveforin for vC

v

2V,

V,
0	 T	 r	 2T

2

FIG. 24.25

Raising the base-line voltage ofa square wave to zero volts.

RVi

F F	 c	 VC
0	 T	 ^T	

0

FIG. 24.26

Applying a periodic square-wave pulse train to an R-C network.

For the analysis tofollow, we will assume that steady-state conditions

will be established after a period offive time constants has passed The

types of waveforms developed across the capacitor can then be separated

into three fundamental types: T/2 > 5T, T12 5T, and T/2 < 5T.

T/2 > 5T

The condition T12 > 57, or T> 107, establishes a situation where the ca-

pacitor can charge to its steady-state value in advance of t = T/2. The re-

sulting waveforms for v C and ic appear as shown in Fig. 24.27. Note how

^VC	 T > Sr	 V
5T	 2
V 

k,	

T

r I	 I011 L L
0 T T '-- 2T	 t	 T _rT

5T	

0 

57 

F,_.Y	 Fr
R

(a)	 (b)

FIG. 24.27

vC and icfor T12 > 5T.
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closely the voltage vC shadows the applied waveforM and how ic is nothing.

more than 
it series of very, sharp spikes. Note also that the change of Vi from

V to zero.volts during the trailing edge results in a rapid discharge of vC to

zero'volts. In essence,. when Vi = 0, thd capacitor and resistor are in paral- 	 2

lel and th^capacitor discharges through R with a time constant equal to that

encountered during the charging phase but with a direction of charge flow

(current) opposite to thatestablished during the charging phase.

T12 57

If the frequency of the square wave is chosen such that T12 5T or T

10,r, the voltage vC reaches its final value just before beginning its dis-

charge phase, as shown in Fig. 24.28. The voltage v C no longer rqsem-

bles the square-wave input and, in fact, has some of the characteristic 's of

a triangular waveform. The increased time constant has resulted in a

more rounded vC, and ic has increased substantially in width to reveal

the longer charging period.

^ic

	

'VC	
5,	 V

	

5T	 2
V

0	 T	 2T	 2T

2
5r	

V

FIG. 24.28

vC and icfor 712 57.

T/2 < 57,

If T/2 < 5T or T < IOT, the voltage vC will not reach its final value Our-

ing the first pulse (Fig. 24.29), and the discharge cycle will not return to 	 q

zero volts. In fact, the initial value for each succeeding pulse changes

4, until steady-state conditions are reached. In most instances, it is a good

approximation to assume that steady-state conditions have been estab-

lished in fiye cycles of the applied waveform.

VC	
T

5TV

0	 T	 2T	 3T

(a)

C

5T----------------------------------

T ^/ T [Z,,,J 27'
	

3T

------------------------

(b)

FIG. 24.29

vC and icfor T12 < 5T

As the frequency i ncreases and the period decreases, there will be a

flattening of the response for vC until a pattern like that in Fig. 24.30 re-

sults. Fig. 24.30 begins to reveal an important conclusion regarding the

response curve for vc:

Introductory, C.-69A
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vc	
<<	

Under steady-state conditions, the average value of vc will equal the

average value ofthe applied square wave.
V -

Note in Figs. 24.29 and 24.30 that the waveform for vc approaches a4

T	 2T	 3T	 t	 average value of V/2.

FIG. 24.30

Vcfor T/2 << 51- or T << 1 Dr.	
EXAMPLE 24.10 The 1000 Hz square wave in Fig. 24.31 is applied to

the R-C circuit of the same figure.

Compare the pulse width of the square wave to the time constant of

the circuit,

b. Sketch vc,

c. Sketch ic.

U,	
R

f 

1000 NZ	
+	

5 kn	 ic	 +
V	 10	 Ji	 C;:51 z-- 0.0 1 )AF vc

0	 T	 T
2

FIG. 24.31

Example 24. 10

Solutions.

a. T	 -fo-00 I ms
f

T
1p	 0.5 ms

2

7- RC = (5 X 103 0)(Q.01 X 10 -' F) 0.05 ms

rp	
- 
0.5 ms	

10 and
T 0.05 ms

T
tP	 10'r	

2

The ^esult reveals that vc charges to its final value in half the pulse

width,

b:, For the charging phase,. Vi = 0 V and Vf = 10 my, and

VC = Vf + (Vi - Vf)e-tIRC

= 10 mV + (0 -rI0 mV)e-

and	 V	 10 rriv^l - e-11^C

For the (^scharge phase, Vj 10 mV and Vf 0 V, and

'VC
VC = Vf + (Vi V*

10 mv	 = 0 V + (10 MV - 0 ^)e-'IT

and	 Vc- = 10 mve

Th8 waveform for vc appears in Fig. 24.32.
10T,	 T

P^	 c. For the charging phase at t = 0 s, VR '= V and IR_. jkjR

FIG. 24.32	
10 mV/5 kQ 2 juA and

v^jbr Me R-C network in F;g. 24.11.	 ic 1^.e -tl' 2 iAAe-t/'

lntro4uctory, C.^ 69B
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	For the discharge phase, the current will have the same mathemati- 	 'ic

	cal formulation but the- opposite direction, as shown in-Fig. 24.33, 	 2,,uA

EXAMPLE24.11 RepeatExarhpI624.10forf = 10 kHz.

Solution:

T=

	

	 0.1 ins	
57

lOkHz.

and	
T 

0.05 ins
2	 -2 /A

FIG, 24.33T
with	 T t 

P — 
= 

0.05 in$	 lcfor,the R-C network in Fig. 24.31.
2

In other words, the pulse width is exactly equal to the time constant of
the'network. The voltage vc will not reach the final value beforethe first
pulse of the square-wave input returns to zero volts,

For t in the range t = 0 to T12, Vi = 0 V and Yf 10 mV, and

vc 10 mV(1 — e

Recall from Chapter 10 that at t = 7, vc = 63.2% of the final value. Sub-
stituting t 7 into the equation A6ove yields

VC = (.10 mv)(I — e -1 ) ( 10 mV)(1 — 0.368),
= (10-MV)(0.632) -i; 6.32 mV

as shown in Fig, N.M.

Uc

V'. 10MV	 - - -	 ---------	 - ---------	 ----	 ----------
6.32 mV	 '7 is MV	 7.29 mV	 7.31 mV 1	 7 31 mV

2.69 mV
2.64 mV	 1	 2.62.33 mV	 8 V	 2.6; mV

01	 1:	 T	 2T	 3T	 4T

	

2	 (2r)	 (37)	 (4r)	 (ST)	 (6r)	 Or)	 (ST)	 (9T)

FIG. 24.34
vc response for tp T

For the discbarge' phase betweep t T/2 and T, Vi 6.32 mV and
Vf OV, and

	

VC = Vf + ( Vi — Vf) e	
[IT= 0 V,+ (6.32 mV — 0 V)e-

vc = 6.32 mVe-!/'

with t now being measured from t 2— T/2 in Fig. 24J4 In other words,
for each interval in Fig. 24.34, the beginning ,of the transient waveform
is defined as t = 0 s. The value of vc at I = T is therefore determined
Py substitVfing I = T into thI e above, equation', and not 2T as defined by
Fig, 24.34.

Substituting I = T gives

VC = (6.32 mV)(e - 1 ) (6.32 mV)(0.368)
= 2.33 mV

as shown in Fig. 24,34.
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For the next interval, V, 2.3 3 mV and Vf 10 mV, and

VC = Vf + ( VI - Ye-
= 10 mv + (2.33 mV - 10 mV)e-t/7

vC = 10 mV - 7.67 mVe-1/7

At t	 r (since t T = 2,r is now i = 0 s for this interval),

vC = 10 mV - 7.67 mVe -

= 10 mV - 2.82 mV

-vC = 7.18 mV

as shown in Fig. 24.34.

For the discharge interval, Vi = 7.18 mV and Vf 0 V, and

VC = Vf + ( VI -
= 0 V + (7.18 mV O)e

vc = 7.18 mVe-/'

At t 7- (measured from 3 ,r in Fig. 24.34),

VC = (7.18 mV)(e - ') = (7.18 mV)(0.368)

= 2.64 mV

as shown in Fig. 24.34.

Continuing in the same manner, we generate the remaining waveforru

for vC as depicted in Fig. 24.34. Note that repetition occurs after t = 8T,

and the waveform has essentially reached steady-state conditions in a

period of time less than 10T, or five cycles of the applied square wave.

A closer look reveals that both the peak and the lower levels contin-

ued to increase until steady-state conditions were established. Since the

exponential waveforms between t = 4T and t = 5T have the same time

constant, the average value of v C can be determined from the steady-

state 7.31 mV and 2.69 mV levels as follows:

7.31 mV + 2.69 mV 10 mV 
5 mV

	

2	 2

which equals the average value of the applied signal, as stated earlier in

this section.

We ^an use the results in Fig. 24.34 to plot ic. At any instant of time,

	

Vi VR + VC	 or	 VR Vi VC

Vi - VC
and	 R	 I. C =

R

At t	 vc 0 V, and

Vi VC 10 n1v -0
I
. 
R = -	

— = 
2 AA

	

R -	 5 kn

as shown in Fig. 24.35.

As the charging process proceeds, the current ic decays at a rate de

termined by

ic = 2 tLAe

At t

(2AA)(e_')	 (2,AA)(0.368)ic = (2 juA)(e

= 0.736 AA

as shown in Fig. 24.35.
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'ic

.2 p,.A

'534,uA	 '472 14A	 .464 ,A

0.542 pA	 0.539 AA	 O^538 pA

	

0.736 1AA	 0.565 AA	

^s
3T I	 4T

2	 (69^
5	 528 ItA	 537 JAA	 0.538 AA

P-..1M A
4.46 pA

	

4.264 /AA	 -1.436 yA	 -1.458 jiA	 -1.462 AA	 -1.462 ILA

FIG. 24.35

i
. 
C response for tp,= 7 T12.

For the trailing edge of the, first pulse, the voltage across the capacitor

cannot change instantaneously, resulting in the following when v i drops

to zero volts:

Vi - VC 0 - 6.32 mV
IC = IR 

= - = -	
= - 

1,264 gA

	

R	 5 kfl

as illustrated in Fig. 24^35. The current then decays as determined by

	

ic	 1.264 AAe

and at t	 71 (actually t	 2 ,r in Fig. 24.35),

ic	 1.264 IIA)(e-'I') =	 1.264 AA)(e-

1.264 gA)(0.368) = -0.465 tkA

as shown in Fig. 24.35.

At t = T (i = 2,r), vc = 2.33 mV, and vi returns to 10 mV, resulting in

	

ic ^ I'R V
i - vj^	 10 MV - 2.33 mV	

.534 ttA
R	 5kn

The equation for the decaying current is now

ic = l.534)uAe_'/T

and at t	 T (actually r	 3T in Fig. 24.315),

ic = (1.534 A00.368) = 0.56 AA

The process continues until steady-state conditions are reached at the

same time they were attained for vC. Note in Fig. 24.35 that the positive

peak current decreased toward steady-state conditions while the negative

peak became more negative. Note that the current waveform becomes

symmetrical about the axis when steady-state conditions are established.

The result is that the net average current over one cycle is zer6, as it

sh^uld be in a series R-C circuit. Recall from Chapter'10 thatthe capac-

itor under dc steady-state conditions can be replaced by an open-circuit

equi^alent, resulting in IC 0 A.

Although both examples just pro^ided started with an uncharged ca-

pacitor, the same approach can be used effectively for initial conditions.

Simply substitute the initial voltage on the chpacitor as V i in Eq. (24.6)

and 'proceed as before.
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24.7 OSCILLOSCOPE ATTENUATOR
AND COMPENSATING PROBE

The x I@ attenuator probe used with oscilloscopes is designed to re-
duce themagnitude ofthe input voltage by a factor of 10. Ifthe input im-

pedance to a scope is I Mfl, the X 10 attenuator. probe will have an

internal resistance of 9 Mfl, as shown in Fig. 24.36.

Scope

	

Probe R	 ertica

	

00 V + -1—"F	
20

. 
V

0	 1 MO —L

	

M	 j 0V

	

0V	
4

FIG. 24.36

x 10 attenuator probe.

Applying the voltage divider rule gives

0 mn)(Vi)
V 
IcIpe I mn + 9 mn 

T-Ovi

In add' ition to the input resistance, oscilloscopes have some internal

input capacitance-, and the probe adds an additional capacitance in paral-

lel with the oscilloscope capacitance, as shown in Fig. 24.37. The probe

capacit.ance is typically about 10 pF for a I ' m (3.3 ft) cable, reaching
about 15 pF for a 3 to (9.9 ft) cable. The total input capacitance is there-

fore the sum of the two capacitive elements, resulting in the equivalent

netw4rk in Fig. 24.38.

V,	

R,	
Cable	

Scope	

V—pe	
R,

	9Mn	 VP^

	Probe	 C, ;^::::Z 10 pF 	C '
	

20 pF	 R^= I MO	
30'pF

	

(I meter	 7"m R^ lMn	 C,= C,,C,-cable)

	

FIG, 24.37	 FIG. 24.38

	

Capacitive elements present in an attenuator probe arrangement. 	 Equivalent network in Fig. 24.17,

R,	
For the analysis to, follow, let us determine the Th6venin equivalent

circuit for the capacitor Cj-

091VIO

	

+	 +	 (I mil)(vi)

	

30 pF vc	 EM =
J_L 0.lV,	 ce	 I mn + 9Mn	 10

and	 RTh = 9 M0 11 1 Mfl = 6.'9 Mfl

The Th6venin network is shown in Fig. 24.39.

FIG. 24.39	
For vi 200 V (peak),

	

ThOvenin equivalentfor Cj in Fig. 24.38.	 ETh 0. 1 vi 20 V (peak)
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and for vc, Vf' = 20 V and Vi 0 V, with

T = RC = (0-9	 101 fl)(30 X ' 10— " Fj =' 27 jus	 V, 0. 1 V". 
20V	 -------

' '̂For an applied frequency of 5 kHz,

T	

c= V-1
T	 0.2 ms	 and , — = 0-1 ,ms 100 As

2

	

with 5T = 135 As ^^ 100 As, as shown in Fig. 24.40, clearly producing a 	
0	

1()0 As	 127,1As	
t

severe rounding distortion of the square wave and a poor representation

of the applied signal. ,	 FIG. 24.40

	

To improve matters, a variable capacitor is often added in parallel 	 Dre scope pattern for the conditions in Fig. 24.38

	with the resistance of the attenuator, resulting in a compensated attenu- 	 with v, = 200 Vpeak.

ator probe such as the one shown in.Fig. 24.41. In Chapter 22, -it was

demonstrated that a square wave can be,ginerated by a summation of si-

nusoidal signals of particular frequency . and amplitude. If we therefore

design a network such as the one shown in Fig. 24.4a that ensures that

V c^pe is 0.1vi for any frequency, then the rounding distortion is re-

moved, and Yscope has the same appearance as v i.	 0

	Applying the voltage divider rule to the network in Fig. 24.42 gives 	 FIG. 24.41

Commercial compensated 1 0 : I attenuator probe.

(Courtesy of Tektronix, Inc.)

(24.8)scope Zs + ZP

ZP
If the parameters are chosen or adjusted such that	

CP

FpC;77RC,	 (24.9)

Rp

	the phase angle of Z, and Zp will be the same, and Eq.,(24.8) will reduce to 	 +	 +
9MD

11	

Z.,
Probe

R^V]+ ^',	
-	 ; R.'	 C, V..,

+^R	
(24.10)	 V,

V.oPe = A	
R

_R P

which is insensitive to frequency since the capacitive elements, have'

dropped out of the relationship.

	

In the laboratory, simply adjust the probe capacitance using a stan-	 FIG. 24.42

	

dard or known square-wave signal until the desired sharp comen of the 	 Co pensated attenuator and input impedance.to a

	square wave are obtained. If you avoid the calibration step, you may	 scope, including the cable capacitance.

make a rounded signal look ' square since you assumed a square wave at

the point of measurement.

Too much capacitance results in an overshoot effect, whereas too lit-

tle continues to show the rounding effect.

24.8 A0PLICATION

TV Remote

The TV remote works in many ways like a garage door opener or car

alarm transmitter. There is no visible cohiaection between ' the transmitter

and the receiver, and each transmitter is linked to its receiver with a spe-

cial code. The only major difference is that the TV remote uses an in-

frared frequency, while the other two ' use a much lower rtidio frequency.

The TV remote in Fig. 24.43(a) has been opened to reveal the internal

construction of its keypad ' and face in Fig. 24.43(b), The three compo-

nents in Fig, 24.43(b) are lined UP to show bow the holes in the cover
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Wk

(bi

W-1
Z

er

f-j
I

vi

;:J z,,,hj
R

PI

M. M-8

FIG. 24.43
TV remote: (a) external appearance; (b) internal construciion; (c) carbon keYpads;

(d) enlarged view ofS31 keypad.

match the actual keys in the switch membrane and where each button on
the keypad hits on the face of the printed circuit board. Note on the
printed circuit board that there is a black pad to match each key on the

'membrane 'The back side of the switch membrane in Fig. 24.43(c) shows
the soft carbon contacts that make contact with the carbon contacts on the
printed board when the buttons are depressed. An enlarged view ofone of
the contacts (S31) in Fig. 24.43(c) is shown in Fig. 24.43(d) to illustrate
the separation between circuits and the pattern used to ensure continuity
when the solid round carbon pad at the bottom of the key is put in place.

All the connections established when a key is pressed are passed on to a
relatively largq switch-matrix-encoder IC chip appearing on the back side
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of the printed circuit board as shown in Fig. 24.44. For the pad (S3 1),in Fig. Crystal	 IR LEP

	24.43(d), three wires of the matrix appearing in Fig. 24.43(b) are connected	 (crystal oscillator)

when the corresponding key (number 5) is pressed' The encoder-then reacts

to this combination and sends out the appropriate signallas an infrared (IR)

	

ote control, as	 Resistorsignal from the IR LED appearing at the end of the rem

shown in Fig. 24.43(b) and Fig. 24.44. The second, smaller LED (red on

	

actual	 earing at the top of Fig. 24.43(b) 61inks during transmis-

unit) app	sion. Once the batteries are inserted, the CMOS electronic circuitry that 	 Capacitor

	

ration of the remote is always on. This is possible only be- 	 S,,itch-matrix-

	

controls the ope	
1C

cause of the very low power drain of CMOS circuitry. The power (PWR) "N
nly to turn the TV on and activate the receiver.button is used o

signal sent out by the maj ori ty of remotes is one of the two types ap-

the signalpearing in Fig. 24.45. In each case there is a key pulse to initiate

sequence and to inform the receiver that the coded signal is about to arrive. 4

In Fig. 24.45(a), a 4-bit binary-coded signal is transmitted using pulsps in

specific locations to represent the "ones" and using the absence of a pulse

to represent the "zeros." That coded signal can then be interpreted by the re

	

-24.45(b), the signal	 J
ceiver unit and the proper operation performed. In Pig.

is frequency controlled. Each key has a different frequency associated with

it. The result is that each key has a specific transmission frequency. Since

each TV receiver responds to a different pulsd train, a remote must be

	

coded for the TV under control. There are fixed program remotes that can	 -J

be used with only one TV. Then there are smari remotes that are prepro-
FIG. 24.44

	

granamed internally with a number of remote control codes. You have to set 	

Back side of TV remote in Fig. 24.43.
up remotes of this type according 

to 
the TV you have, using a three-digit

coding system accessed through the TV setup screen. Learning remotes are

those that can use the old remote to learn the code and then store it for fu-

lure use. In this case, one remote is set directly in front of the Qther, and the %

information is transferred from one to the other when both are energized.

Ikemotes are also available that are a combination of the last two.

The remote it! Fig, 24A3 uses four AAA batteries in series for a total

from the IC, asof 6 V. It has its own local crystal oscillator separate

top right and midleft of the printedshown by the discrete elements to the

circuit board in Fig. 24.43(c). The crystal itself, which is relatively large

Key pulse

4V

	

F]	 F1 I

	

1 0 1 0	 0 0 1 0	 1 0 1	 1
ON	 'CHANNEL2	 OFF

(a)

Key pulse

V

ON	 OFF	 INCREASE VOLUME

High	 LOW	 7
frequency	 frequency	 Mid-frectitency

(b)

FIG. 24.45

signal transmission: (a) pulse train: (b) variation.



V1 OV
V2 10mV Vpulse
TD Os
TR Ins
TF Ins
PW 0.5ms
PER lms

R
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compared to the other elements, appears on the other side of the board

just above the electrolytic capacitor in Fig. 24.44. The oscillator gener-

30*	
25'_	

ates the pulse signal required for proper IC operation. Note how flush

most of the discrete elements are in Fig. 24.43(b) and the rather large

TV remote — electrolytic capacitor on the back of the printed circuit board in Fig.

24.44. The specifications on the unit give it a range control of 25 ft with
a 30' coverage arc as shown in Fig. 24.46. The arr coverage of your unit

FIG. 24.46	 can easily be tested by pointing it directly at the TV and then moving it

Range and coverage arcfor TV remote in Fig. 24.43. in any direction und I it no longer controls the TV.

24.9 
'
COMPUTER ANALYSIS

PSpice

R-CResponse Our analysis begins with a verification of the results of

Example 24. 10, which examined the response of the series R-C circuit ap-

pearing on the schematic in Fig. 24.47. The source is one used in Chapters

'A

f". Ed^ Y I..[, El M... W,

SCIIEKATIC14;Spim.

Scal^WO% X.2M Y4X

FIG. 24.47

Using ISpice to verify the results ofFxample 24. 10.

V 1 cTR	 10 and I I to replicate the action of a switch in series with a dc source. The
V2 1TF1
	

defining attributes for the pulse waveform are repeated for convenience in
r̂2 ^

Fig. 24.48. Recall that the,PW was made long enough so that the full tran-

sient period could be examined. In tWs analysis, the pulse width is ad-

0	 PER ------------	 t	 justed to permit viewing the transient behavior of an R-C network between

changing levels of the applied pulse. Initially the PW is set at 10 times theTD	
time constant of the network so that the full transient response catf occur

FIG. 24.48	 between changes in voltage level. The time constant of the network is T
Defining the PSpice Vpulse parameters. 	 RC = (5 kfl)(0.0 I juO) = 0.05 ms,. resulting in a PW of 0.5 ms in Fig.

24.47. To establish a square-wave appearance, the period was chosen as

twice ,
	

I	 AL	 IPU se W	 or ms as shown in the, v Pulse listing.
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In the Simulation Settings dialog box, select Time Domain(Tr an-

slent) to get a response versus time. Select the Run to time at 2 ins so that

two full cycles result. Leave the Start saving data after on the default

value of 0 S, and set the Maximum step size at 2 ms/1000 
= 2 As. After

-simulation, apply Trace-Add Trace-I(Q-01K, and the bottom plot in Fig.

24.49 is the result. Note that the maximum current is 2 AA as determined

by 1C_ = 10 mV/5 kf), and the full transVni response appears within

each pulse. Note ' also that the current dropped below the axis to reveal a

change in direction when the applied voltage dropped from the 10 mV

level to 0 V. Through Plot-Add ,Plot to Window-Trace-Add Trace-

V(Vpu1se:+)-0K-T^ace-Add Trace-V(C:1)-0K, the plotsof the ap-

plied voltage l
and the voltage across the capacitor can be displayed in the

upper graph in Fig. 24:49. First, select the upper graph in Fig. 24,49 so that

you can move the SEL>>, and then select the Toggle cursor key. Now-

left-click on V(C: 1) at the bottom right of the graph and left-click again to

set a cursor on the graph. Setting the cursor at five time constants reveals

that the transient voltage has reached 10 mV. Setting the right-click cursor

at ten time constants reveals that VC has also reached the 10 mV level.

IPSPI 2441!2til

1- EW TO' ly.d- u.1p	cidence	 0 x

^2"

T 2ME

FId. 2449

Ptot ofvpj,,, vc, and icfor the circuit in.Fig. 24,47.

Setting tp T = T/2 The parameters of the source will now be mod-

ified by changing the fmquency of the pulse waveform to 10 kHz with a

period of 0. 1 ms and a pulse width of 0.05 ms. For Vpulse, the changes

are PW = 0.05 ms and PER = 0. 1 ms. The time constant of the network

remains the same at 0.05 ms, so the pulse width equals the time constant

of the circuit. The result is that it will , take a number of pulses before the,

voltage across the capacitor reaches its final value of 10 mV. Under the

Simulation Settings, change the Run to time to 0.5 ms = 500 As, or
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IL

4

YI

j

FIG. 24.50

Plot of vc .for the circuit 
in 

Fig. 24.47 Ivith tp	 7	 T12.

five cycles of the applied voltage. Change the Maximum step size to^

500 As/1000 = 500 ns = 0.5 As. Under the SCHEMATICI window,

select Traer,-Add Trace-V(C:1)-OK to obtain the transient voltage

across the capacitor. Select Trace-Add Tr -ace-V(Vpulse:+)-0K to

place the, applied voltage on the same screen, Note in the resulting plots

in Fig. 24.'50 that the voltage builds up from 0 V until it appears to reach
a fairly steady state after 400 As. At 400 As, use a left cursor (A 1) to find
the minimum point with 2.69 mV resulting—an exact match with the
longhand calculation of Example 24.1 1 at 2.69 mV. At 450 As, the right-
click cursor (A2) provides a level of 7.26 mV, which is again a close'
match with the calculated level of 7.31 mV.

PROBLEMS	 c. pulse width

d. amplitude
SECTION 24.2 Ideal versus Actual e. % tilt

1. Determine the following for the pulse waveform in Fig, 24.5 1: 	f. prf

a. whether it is positive- or negative-going 	 g. duty cycle

b. base-line voltage	 2. Repeat Problem I for the 
Pulse 

waveform in Fig 24.52.

u (v)	 V (MV)

7

7.5

2

15	 20 123	 z

0 0.20.4 .	 1.8 2.0	 3.43.6	
1 (ms)	 -------	

r (JAS)

FIG: 24.51 FIG. 24.52
Problems 1, 8, and 12.	 Problems 2 and 9.
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3. Repeat Problem I for the pulse waveform in Fig. ^4.53. 	 SECTION 24.3 Pulse Repetition Rate and Duty Cycle

8. Determine the pulse repetition frequency and duty cycle for

the waveform in Fig, 24.5 1.

vertical sensitivity - 10 mV/div.

Horixontal sensitivity - 2 ms/div. 	
9
. . 

Determine the pulse repetition frequency and duty cycle for

the waveform in Fig. 24.52.

10. Determine the pulse repetition frequency and duty cycle for

the wavefom in Fig. 24.53.

div.
SECTION 24.4 Average Value

11. For the waveform in Fig. 24.56, determine the

0,	 t	 a. period.

	

FIG. 24.63	
b. pulse width.

	

Problems 3, 4, 10, and 13.	
c. pulse repetition frequency.

d. average value.

e. effective value.

4. Determine the rise and fall times for the waveform in. Fig.

24.53.	 V (Mlv)

5. Sketch 21 pulse waveform that has a base-line voltage of

-5 inVaoulsewidthof2o,anamplitudeoflSmVa 10%

tilt, a period of 10'As, and vertical sides and is positive-going.	 P3	 9nil	 17 ]19
6. For the waveformi in Fig. 24.54, established by straight-line

-2-1 1	 (AS)
approximations of the original waveform:

a. Determine the rise time.

b. Find the fall time.
FIG. 24.56

c. Find the pulse width.	
Problem 11.

d. Calculate the frequency.

12. Determine the average value of the periodic pulse wave-

form in Fig. 24.5 1.

V20 mV	 --------	 0. 
To 

the best accuracy possible, determine the average value

of the waveform, in Fig. 24.53.

14. Determine the average value of th4 waveform in Fig. 24.54.

15. Determine the average value of the periodic pulse train in 	 j

Fig. 24.55.0 2	 6	 10	 2022 26 30	 1 (As)

	

1^11G. 24.54	 SECTION24.5 Transient R-C Networks

Problems 6 and 14. 
16. The capacitor in Fig. 24.57 is initially ' charged to ^V, with

the polarity indicated in the figure. The switch is then

closed at t = 0 s.

	

7. For the waveform in Fig. 24.55: 	 a. What is the mathematical expression for the voltage vc?
a. Determine the period.	 b. Sketch vc versus t.
b. Find the frequency.	 c. What is the mathematical expression forthe current ic?
c. Find the maximum and minimum amplitudes.

d. Sketch ic versus t.

R

c`___YvV_ 'C
4TRT^RTTR	 10kil

t'C	 5 V

+

IT, I	 _T	 +

	

641	 E =_20V	 C 7 :Z 0.02 AF

0

	

	 Vertical sensitivity = 0.2 Vidiv.

Horizontal sensitivity = 50jAs/div.

	

FIG. 24.55	 FIG. 24.57

Problems 7 and 15.	 Problem 16.
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17. For the input voltage vi appearing in Fig. 24.58, sketch the

waveform for v, Assume that steady-state conditions were

established with vi - 8 V.

8 V

4 V

0

FIG. 24.58

Problem 17.

R

+	 2 kn

C;:NV'IOAF V^

18. The switch in Fig. 24.59 is in position I until steady-state

conditions are established. Then the switch is moved (at t

0 s) to position 1 Sketch the waveform for the voltage vC.

1	 2	 R

. ^kffll
+ 
= +lov —
	

C

	

^+A I	 -=- 2 VVCC T 1000 JAF

FIG. 24.59

Problems 18 and 19.

19. Sketch the waveform for ic for Problem 18.

SECTION24.6 R-C Response to Square-Wave Inputs

20. Sketch the voltage vc for the network in Fig. 24.60 due to the

squarc-wave input of the same figure with a frequency of
a. 500 Hz.

'b. IOOHz.

c. 5000 Hz.

R
Vi

	

+	 5 M	 ic

20 V	 +

0.04 pF vevi
0

FIG. 24.6a

Problem 20, 21, 23: -24, 27, and 28.

;A
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21. Sketch the current ic for each frequency in Problem 20.	 *29. Using schemat i cs, obtain the waveform appearing on the

22. Sketch the response vc of the network in Fig. 24.60 to the 	 scope in Fig. 24.37 with a 20 V pulse input at a frequency of

square-wave input in Fig. 24.61.	 5 kHz.

*30. Place a capacitor in parallel %Zith R. in Fig. 24.37 that will es-

tablish an in-phase reladonship between v,cqx and vi. Using

schematics, obtain the waveform appearing on the scope in

20V	 f	 Fig. 24.37 with a 20 V pulse input at a frequency of 5 )fflz.

-1 F
GLOSSARY

Actual (true, practical) pulse A pulse wavefQrm having a lead-
-20 V

ing edge and a trailing edge that Are not vertical, along with

other distortion effects such as tilt, ringing, or overshoot.

	

FIG, 24.61	
Amplitude of a pulse waveform The peak-to-peak value of a

	

Problem 22,	
pulse waveform.

Attgbuator probe A scope probe that will reduce the strength of

the signal applied to the vertical channel of a scope;
23., If the capacitor in Fig. 24.60 is initially charged to 20 V, 	 Base-line voltage The voltage level from which a pulse is initi-

sketch the response ,vc to the same input signal (in-Fig. 	 ated.

24.60) at a frequency of 500 Hz.	 Compensated attenuator probe A scope probe that can reduce

24. Repeat Problem 23 if the capacitor is initially charged to 	 the applied signal And balance the effects of the input capaci-

I 0( v.	 tance of a scope on the signal to be displayed.

Duty cycle Factor that reveals how much of a period is encom-

passed by the pulse waveform.
SEC71ON24.7 Oscilloscope Attenuator Fall time (tf) The time required for the trailing edge of a pulse

and CompensatingProbe	 waveform-to drop from the 90% to the 10% level.

25. Given the network in Fig. 24,42 with R, = 9 Mil and R

	

	
Ideal pulse A pulse waveform characterized as having vertical

sides, sharp comers, and a flat peak response.
I Mn, find V,,.P, in polar form if Cp = 3 pF, C, = 18 pF,	 Negative-going pulse A pulse that increases in the negative di-
C, = 9 pF, and vi = N/2 (100)sin 27r 10,000t. That is, de 	

rection from the base-line voltage.
termine Z, and Z, substitute into Eq. (24.8), and com

	

.1	 Pam	 Periodic pulse train A sequence of pulses that repeats itself 	 2&

the results obtained with Eq. (24:10). Is it verified that the 	 e'riod of time.after a specific p
phase angle of Z, and Zp is the same under the condition Positive-going pulse A pulse that increases in'the positive direc-

RC, = R^C^?	 tion from the base-line voltage.

26. Repeat Problem 25 at co = 105 rad/s.

	

	 Pulse repetition frequency (pulse repetition rate) The fre-

quency ofi periodic pulse train.

Pulse train A series of pulses that may have va^rying heights and
Computer Ana VatsSECTION 24.9	 1	 widths.

Pulse width (tp) The pulse width defined by t450% voltage
PsPice	

level.
27. Using schematics, obtain the waveform .s for vc and ic for	 Rise time (r,) The time required for the leading edge of a pulse

the network in Fig. 24.60 for a frequency of I kHz.	 wavei^orm to travel from the 10% to the 90% level.

*29. Using schematics, place the waveforms of v i, vc, and ic on	 Square wave -A periodic pulse waveform with a 50% duty cycle.

the same printout for the network in Fig. 24.60 , at a fre-	 lilt (droop, sag) The drop in peak value across the pulse width

quency of 2 kHz7	 of a pulse waveform.




